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“The clueless doctor who cannot see the hidden satanic dual-face of
Arsenic-HIV behind the Covid19 drama will be completely baffled,
frustrated and will fail to understand what is going on and why and
what to do about Covid-19”.
-Dr Manish Agarwala

Aude Sapere (Dare to be wise)
-Dr Samuel Hahnemann
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ANNOUNCEMENT & WARNING

RESEARCH PAPERS ON THE PREVENTION & CURE OF COVID-19 & HIV-AIDS
Announcement dated 26 April 2020 & update
Urgent Attn: Institutions of Government of India, Medical & Research
Institutions
Involved
In
Covid-19
Research
Worldwide,
Journals/Media/Databases, Learned Medical Experts, Nobel Laureate
Dr Luc Montagnier and Dr David Ho at Aaron Diamond Aids Research Center.

Respected Sirs,
I have researched Covid-19 from the perspective of Classical Homeopathy and
Western Medicine (Toxicology, Biochemistry, Virology, Immunology, Pathology
and Pharmacology) and am PLEASED TO DECLARE THE FOLLOWING FOR THE
FIRST TIME IN THE WORLD:
1) There is a strange similarity of symptoms between Arsenic Trioxide
poisoning AND Covid-19 AND HIV-AIDS. Apart from usual symptoms that are
common between all three – example of rare symptoms common between all
three are: Immuno-suppression / loss of taste or smell / Acute Necrotic
Encephalopathy or Demyelinating Encephalopathy / the rare symptom of
Rhabdomyolysis. This cannot be a coincidence!
2) All the phenomenon related to covid-19 that has baffled scientists till date –
can ONLY be explained from the perspective of arsenic / arsenic trioxide
toxicity.
[Requesting the forensic toxicologists to review my research and confirm the
sinister connection. Their confirmation will compel the western medicine
scientists to take my research seriously. For example – in covid19 cases it is not
dyspnoea but, it is actually hypoxia and exactly as if mimicking arsenic toxicity.
Putting everyone on ventilators is not the solution].
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3) Genus Epidemicus (community prophylaxis): I propose Arsenic Trioxide in
potentized homeopathic form (Arsenicum Album 200c - Potentized on K-tronic
potentizer) as the preventive & curative remedy for covid-19 & HIV. Only one
dose of 200c & allowing it to work undisturbed for 5 months. More details in
my research paper.
4) My solution of Classical Homeopathic prophylaxis is the ONLY solution that
will break the chain, stop human-to-human transmission, prevent covid-19
infection and prevent the acute & chronic manifestations of covid-19. It is very
cheap, non-toxic & very effective and can immediately be deployed through
the Government Healthcare setup to cover the entire population. No vaccine
or Hydroxy-Chloroquine is required.
In fact the BMJ has said that use of Hydroxy-Chloroquine in covid-19 is
"potentially harmful".
https://www.bmj.com/content/bmj/369/bmj.m1432.full.pdf
The present strategies of using Hydroxy-Chloroquine and lockdown are flawed
and will completely paralyze the economy. Lockdown can only slowdown the
spread of the virus but, cannot kill the virus. Moreover, it is not possible to be
in lockdown for ever! Bill Gates & the pharmaceutical lobby will surely
recommend vaccination! It’s all about money, honey! But, at the end - it is
truth that triumphs! After you see that nothing is working or HIV like immunosuppression or cardiovascular/neurovascular/inflammatory complications of
covid-19 have completely baffled the clueless scientists - kindly do re-visit my
research and opt for the Homeopathic Genus Epidemicus solution!
I say with great responsibility and full confidence that community Genus
Epidemicus prophylaxis with the Homeopathic remedy Arsenicum Album and
gradual natural development of 'herd immunity' is the only solution that will
work eventually. No western medicine drug, vaccine, ayurvedic/herbal formula
or any other fancy idea will work to specifically prevent covid-19 or cure it.
Nobel Laureate Dr Luc Montagnier has said that SARS-CoV2 is lab made and
that it has bits of HIV genome in it. No vaccine was successful against HIV and
no vaccine will be successful against Covid-19. Moreover, any forceful attempt
to suppress HIV or Covid-19 by any drug or vaccine will lead to severe antibody
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dependent enhancement (ADE) and/or a pandemic of viral diseases including
HIV and/or an upsurge of tuberculosis & cancer and will make Covid-19 a
chronic pandemic with manifold complications.
The clueless scientists, oblivious of the Covid19-HIV-Arsenic connection and
the Homeopathic law of Similia Similibus Curentur will not be able to save
mankind & the economy from this international conspiracy and crisis. Time will
prove me right.
5) I am enclosing my complete research in 3 pdf files (and the present research
paper as the 4th pdf). I have given enough evidence & reference citations in
support of my statements & the final conclusion. Time will prove me right.
Kindly download my entire research from these links:
A) Genus Epidemicus Covid19.pdf
https://docdro.id/cc6zmsH
B) Covid19 arsenic connection.pdf
https://docdro.id/EQJZVKQ
C) Arsenic HIV.pdf
https://docdro.id/ofS4xA9
OR you may download the 3 pdf files from this German website:
https://www.anthropine.de/
My 4th research paper provides more evidence connecting the new emerging
complications in covid-19 cases (cardiovascular inflammations/thrombosis etc.)
with arsenic and re-confirms my advice of using Homeopathic Arsenicum
Album as a safe & effective prophylactic against Covid-19.
I pray to everyone who may be in any position of authority or power
worldwide - Kindly see the truth with an unprejudiced mind-set and save
mankind and the economy from the Covid-19 disaster.
With warm regards,
Dr Manish Agarwala, Kolkata (India)
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Then ye shall see the Truth and the Truth shall set you free.
- Bible. John 8.32
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THIS PAPER SHOULD BE READ AS AN ADDENDUM TO MY PREVIOUS THREE
RESEARCH PAPERS ON COVID19-ARSENIC-HIV.
ALL STATEMENTS MADE HERE ARE WITH REFERENCE TO THESE THREE
RESEARCH PAPERS:

(Kindly download my previous 3 research papers from these links)
A) Genus Epidemicus Covid19.pdf
https://docdro.id/cc6zmsH
B) Covid19 arsenic connection.pdf
https://docdro.id/EQJZVKQ
C) Arsenic HIV.pdf
https://docdro.id/ofS4xA9
OR you may download ALL pdf files from this German website:
https://www.anthropine.de/
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RARE INFLAMMATORY SYNDROME SEEN IN CHILDREN WITH COVID-19
WITH OVERLAPPING FEATURES OF
TOXIC SHOCK SYNDROME AND ATYPICAL KAWASAKI DISEASE

Cases of children with rare life-threatening inflammatory syndrome linked to
coronavirus have been reported in US and Europe. Experts warn that the virus
may have second dangerous phase in kids. The mysterious condition is
understood to result in high fevers and swollen arteries similar to toxic shock
syndrome symptoms. It is said to be similar to Kawasaki disease, an illness that
can also cause severe swelling in the arteries. The cases report with high
fevers, red rash, inflammation of the arteries and heart, diarrhoea, cold hands
& feet and red tongue.
See here:
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8267721/Three-children-U-Sdevelop-rare-inflammatory-syndrome-linked-coronavirus.html
https://www.businessinsider.in/science/news/a-rare-condition-in-childrenwhich-doctors-fear-is-linked-to-the-coronavirus-has-been-recorded-in-around100-kids-across-6-countries/articleshow/75474598.cms
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HNXXptzG3A8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-D5_0lwu6wA
AND
Rare inflammatory syndrome seen in children with COVID-19
Britain's National Health Service first sounded the alarm over the weekend,
warning about a small rise in children infected with the coronavirus that have
"overlapping features of toxic shock syndrome and atypical Kawasaki disease."
Children have largely been spared the worst of COVID-19, but there may be a
rare complication -- an inflammatory syndrome that one doctor described as
causing patients to feel like "every blood vessel in the body is on fire."
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Sunil Sood, a physician at Cohen Children's Medical Center in New York, told
AFP he and colleagues had seen five or six such cases over the past three
weeks, "and we've all been wondering why these somewhat older children,
older than usually seen with Kawasaki disease, are coming in" with inflamed
blood vessels. Kawasaki disease is a mysterious illness that primarily affects
children up to the age of five and causes the walls of arteries to become
inflamed, resulting in fever, skin peeling and joint pain.
….patients, who range in age from two to 18, have shown a range of
"symptoms, including gastrointestinal, respiratory" and also heart trouble.
"Most need to be helped with drugs to support the functioning of the heart," he
said.
Much in common with the cases seen by Sood: "They're coming in with sudden
drop of blood pressure, or shock, sudden decrease in heart muscle function,
which is myocarditis" -- though most of his patients are teens.
"The way we would explain it to parents is every blood vessel in the body is on
fire," he said. Some have breathing troubles too, added Sood, "but not
necessarily as dramatic or severe" as those seen in adults with severe COVID19. Some patients are presenting with symptoms closer to "toxic shock
syndrome," another rare disease seen as a complication of bacterial infection.
One older child seen by Sood came in with low blood pressure and a rash
caused by inflamed blood vessels.
Cases of Kawasaki disease, while rare, do appear to rise in springtime and in
fall, for reasons that still remain a mystery -- and so it could be a coincidence in
some cases that the patients also have the coronavirus. But there are some
clues that the two may be linked.
"We are living in the COVID-19 epidemic, and we see an infrequent disease
becoming more frequent. That raises questions," said Bonnet.
Its cause has long been a mystery, though scientists suspect it has a viral
trigger that causes an abnormal immune reaction.
"It could well be that this virus drives the same inflammatory response that
other viruses drive in Kawasaki disease," said Sood.
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This ties in with what we have learned about how an abnormal immune
response, called a "cytokine storm" in adult COVID-19 patients, can cause
severe damage to their lungs.
https://www.indiatoday.in/world/story/rare-inflammatory-syndrome-seen-inchildren-with-covid-19-1672892-2020-04-30
AND
Update: Can COVID-19 Cause Sepsis? Explaining the Relationship Between
the Coronavirus Disease and Sepsis
“Now that more scientific data are available on COVID-19, the Global Sepsis
Alliance can more definitively state that COVID-19 does indeed cause sepsis.
Sepsis is “a life-threatening organ dysfunction caused by a dysregulated host
response to infection.” In the case of COVID-19, the effects on the respiratory
system are well-known, with most people requiring hospital admission
developing pneumonia of varying severity; however, virtually all other organ
systems can be affected. This is consistent with a combination of direct viral
invasion and sepsis. For example, in a recently published case series of severe
COVID-19 cases from the Seattle area in the United States, over 30% had
evidence of liver injury and 75% had evidence of a depressed immune response;
another series from the same region reported acute kidney failure in almost
20% of affected patients requiring ICU care, and both series reported septic
shock severe enough to require drugs to support the heart and circulation in
almost 70% of patients. A recent study from China reported that in patients
hospitalized with COVID-19, 28% had evidence of significant heart damage
(potentially from direct invasion of cardiac muscle by the virus), resulting in
heart failure and abnormal heart rhythms – this damage was associated with a
five-fold increase in the risk of death. As there are no proven therapies effective
against the virus itself, it is apparent that the best COVID-19 care includes good
sepsis care”.
https://www.global-sepsis-alliance.org/news/2020/4/7/update-can-covid-19cause-sepsis-explaining-the-relationship-between-the-coronavirus-disease-andsepsis-cvd-novel-coronavirus
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MY ANALYSIS:

1. In my previous research papers - I have established that there exists an
uncanny symptom similarity and sinister relationship between arsenic/arsenic
trioxide toxicity AND Covid-19 AND HIV-AIDS and that all these three can
aggravate each other. Therefore, on the basis of the fundamental law of Similia
Similibus Curentur – I had declared potentized Homeopathic Arsenic Trioxide
(Arsenicum Album) to be the preventive & curative Genus
Epidemicus/homogenic remedy both for Covid-19 & HIV-AIDS.
2. Nobel Laureate Dr Luc Montagnier has said that SARS-CoV2 is lab made and
that it has bits of HIV genome in it and that the body recognizes the SARS-Cov2
as HIV virus. The scientific community may debate the statements of Dr
Montagnier but, the symptom similarity between HIV-AIDS and Covid-19 and
Arsenic poisoning are no coincidence! Whatever be the cause behind this
uncanny similarity – as per the principles of Classical Homeopathy – I confirm
Arsenicum Album to be the Similimum for Covid-19 & HIV-AIDS because, I see
the similar Arsenic ‘state’ both in Covid-19 & HIV-AIDS.
3. Now, coming to the rare inflammatory syndrome seen in children with
covid-19 with overlapping features of toxic shock syndrome and atypical
Kawasaki disease…
Kawasaki disease has a connection with mercury and I was wondering whether
these cases need the Homeopathic remedy - Mercurius Solubilis. Are these
covid-19 cases or any new kind of infection? Covid-19 can cause immunesuppression just like HIV. So, are these symptoms some kind of opportunistic
infection superimposed on covid-19 cases with weak immunity?
I carefully analysed the symptoms and reached at the final conclusion that
these symptoms are not separate from covid-19 and that Arsenicum Album
covers the entire symptomatology of this inflammatory syndrome along with
the common symptoms of covid-19.
I have already analysed the common symptoms of covid-19 in my previous
research papers and confirmed Arsenicum Album to be the Similimum
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Genus Epidemicus remedy. Now, I will Repertorize the entire symptomatology
of the inflammatory syndrome using Zandvoort’s Complete Repertory:

Generalities; inflammation: ARS (grade 4)
Generalities; inflammation; acute: ARS (grade 3)
Fever, heat; inflammatory fever: ARS (grade 3)
Skin; inflammation: ARS (grade 3)
Skin; erysipelas: ARS (grade 4)
Skin; erysipelas; scarlet: ARS (grade 3)
Skin; eruptions; rash; red: ars (grade 1)
Skin; eruptions; rash; red; scarlet: ars (grade 1)
Skin; eruptions; red; scarlet: ars (grade 1)
Skin; eruptions; red: ARS (grade 3)
Skin; redness: ARS (grade 4)
Skin; redness; scarlet: ARS (grade 3)
Boger's General Analysis 7; blood, sepsis etc.: ARS (grade 4)
Fever, heat; septic fevers: ARS (grade 4)
Blood; septicemia, blood poisoning, pyemia: ARS (grade 4)
Rectum; diarrhea; septicaemia, in: ARS (grade 4)
Heart & circulation; weakness; heart; septicaemia, in: ARS (grade 3)
Heart & circulation; inflammation; septic, endocardium: ars (grade 1)
Clinical; auto-immune diseases: ARS (grade 4)
Heart & circulation; inflammation; heart, carditis; myocardium, myocarditis:
ARS (grade 3)
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Heart & circulation; inflammation; heart, carditis: ARS (grade 3)
Heart & circulation; inflammation; heart, carditis; endocardium, endocarditis:
ARS (grade 4)
Heart & circulation; inflammation; heart, carditis; pericardium, pericarditis:
ARS (grade 4)
Heart & circulation; inflammation; blood vessels, phlebitis: ARS (grade 4)
Heart & circulation; inflammation; blood vessels, phlebitis; arteria:
ARS (grade 3)
Heart & circulation; inflammation; blood vessels, phlebitis; arteria; aorta,
aortitis: ARS (grade 3)
Heart & circulation;
ARS (grade 3)

inflammation;

rheumatic,

heart;

endocardium:

Heart & circulation; aneurism; arteries: ars (grade 1)
Heart & circulation; inflammation; diffuse, arteries: ars (grade 1)
Heart & circulation; heat; bloodvessels; arteries: ARS (grade 3)
Mouth; redness; tongue: ARS (grade 4)
Generalities; coldness, lack of vital heat; icy; body, of: ARS (grade 4)
Fever, heat; internal; chill, with external; coldness of single parts, with:
ARS (grade 3)
Extremities; coldness, chilliness: ARS (grade 4)

THIS CONFIRMS ARSENICUM ALBUM TO BE THE SIMILIMUM REMEDY FOR
COVID-19 AND COVERING ALL THE MYRIAD VARYING SYMPTOMS OF THE
PECULIAR INFLAMMATORY SYNDROME.
After Classical Homeopathic repertorial analysis - Let’s look at toxicological
data to convince the western medicine doctor that there is indeed a
connection between covid-19 and Arsenic.
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DOES ARSENIC POISONING SHOW SIMILAR INFLAMMATORY SYNDROME
INVOLVING THE CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM?
THE FACTS WILL SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES…

A) In acute arsenic poisoning, death is usually due to cardiovascular collapse
and hypovolemic shock. Acute arsenic poisoning may cause both diffuse
capillary leakage and cardiomyopathy, resulting in shock.
https://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/csem/csem.asp?csem=1&po=12
https://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/csem/csem.asp?csem=1&po=11

B) Arsenic and Cardiovascular Disease
Epidemiological studies have shown that chronic arsenic exposure is associated
with increased morbidity and mortality from cardiovascular disease….
Furthermore, the livers of the arsenic-exposed mice have activated pathways
involved in immune responses suggesting a pro-hyperinflammatory state.
Arsenic exposure of mice after weaning shows a clear dose-response in the
extent of disease exacerbation. In addition, increased inflammation in arterial
wall is evident. In response to arsenic-stimulated oxidative signalling, liver
sinusoidal endothelium differentiates into a continuous endothelium that limits
nutrient exchange and waste elimination. Data suggest that nicotinamide
adenine dinucleotide phosphate oxidase–derived superoxide or its derivatives
are essential second messengers in the signalling pathway for arsenicstimulated vessel remodelling….
Findings from mechanistic studies indicate that arsenic causes inflammation in
vascular tissues and activates oxidative signalling. Observed endothelial cell
dysfunction is likely a consequence of direct effects on the vascular cells and
indirect effects on the liver vasculature caused by arsenic exposure–promoted
inflammation, disrupted lipid metabolism, and increased lipid oxidation.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2639760/#__sec9title
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C) Arsenic Exposure and Cardiovascular Disorders: An Overview
The incidence of arsenic toxicity has been observed in various countries
including Taiwan, Bangladesh, India, Argentina, Australia, Chile, China,
Hungary, Peru, Thailand, Mexico and United States of America. Arsenic is a
ubiquitous element present in drinking water, and its exposure is associated
with various cardiovascular disorders. Arsenic exposure plays a key role in the
pathogenesis of vascular endothelial dysfunction as it inactivates endothelial
nitric oxide synthase, leading to reduction in the generation and bioavailability
of nitric oxide. In addition, the chronic arsenic exposure induces high oxidative
stress, which may affect the structure and function of cardiovascular system.
Further, the arsenic exposure has been noted to induce atherosclerosis by
increasing the platelet aggregation and reducing fibrinolysis. Moreover, arsenic
exposure may cause arrhythmia by increasing the QT interval and accelerating
the cellular calcium overload. The chronic exposure to arsenic upregulates the
expression of tumor necrosis factor-alpha, interleukin-1, vascular cell adhesion
molecule and vascular endothelial growth factor to induce cardiovascular
pathogenesis. The present review critically discussed the detrimental role of
arsenic in the cardiovascular system.
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/26854202_Arsenic_Exposure_and_
Cardiovascular_Disorders_An_Overview
==
MY ALTER EGO TIPTOES AND WHISPERS IN MY EAR…
“Hello! You are talking too much! First you talked about the connection
between Covid-19 and Arsenic. And dammit! You have proved it! Not just by
Classical Homeopathic Repertorial analysis but, also by quoting toxicological
research studies, biochemistry etc! But, I will play the devil’s advocate and spoil
you show now! You have mentioned the Covid19-arsenic-HIV connection and
you have proved it in your earlier paper too. But, I want fresh evidence NOW!
Can you show that HIV-AIDS patients show similar Toxic Shock Syndrome or
Kawasaki disease like hyper-inflammatory syndrome? Can you establish a
connection between HIV-arsenic-cardiovascular system? AND Yes, I want
evidence from non-homeopathic source! Prove it or else admit defeat”.
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MY REPLY….
Well…I was the first person to discover the covid19-arsenic-hiv connection.
So, this is my unique discovery. No one has talked about it before me. But, I
can definitely quote toxicological research studies that support my hypothesis.
THE FACTS WILL SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES…CHECK…

• Kawasaki-Like Syndromes Associated with Human Immunodeficiency
Virus Infection
https://academic.oup.com/cid/article/32/11/1628/464583

• Atypical kawasaki disease (KD) in an HIV-infected adolescent
https://www.jacionline.org/article/S0091-6749(03)03260-3/abstract

• Kawasaki-like syndromes in HIV-infected adults
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17953991

• Toxic Shock Syndrome as the AIDS-defining Diagnosis
Toxic shock syndrome (TSS) has been infrequently reported as a
complication of AIDS. We present the case of a 24-year-old man,
previously unknown to be positive for the human immunodeficiency
virus, presenting in septic shock.
https://journal.chestnet.org/article/S0012-3692(16)38902-4/fulltext

• HIV, Cardiovascular Diseases, and Chronic Arsenic Exposure co-exist in
a Positive Synergy
Recent epidemiological evidences indicate that arsenic exposure
increases risk of atherosclerosis, cardio vascular diseases (CVD) such as
hypertension, atherosclerosis, coronary artery disease (CAD) and
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microangiopathies in addition to the serious global health concern
related to its carcinogenic effects. In experiments on animals, acute and
chronic exposure to arsenic directly correlates cardiac tachyarrhythmia,
and atherogenesis in a concentration and duration dependent manner.
On the other hand, there are controversial issues, gaps in knowledge,
and future research priorities of accelerated incidences of CVD and
mortalities in patients with HIV who are under long-term antiretroviral
therapy (ART). Although, both HIV infection itself and various
components of ART initiate significant pathological alterations in the
myocardium and the vasculature, simultaneous environmental exposure
to arsenic which is more convincingly being recognized as a facilitator of
HIV viral cycling in the infected immune cells, may contribute an
additional layer of adversity in these patients.
Studies summarized in this mini-review suggest that chronic Arsenic
exposure induces pathophysiological events relevant to the atherogenic
potential including impaired vascular nitric oxide homeostasis, low
Krüppel-like factor 2, 4 expression, and enhanced expression endothelial
adhesion molecule like VCAM-1. These detrimental changes in the
endothelial microenvironment, collectively expressed as endothelial
dysfunction are the key molecular events in the cardiovascular system
which are surprisingly common to Arsenic exposure and in the HIV
infected patients on long-term ART. Based on the accumulating
epidemiological evidences and experimental data, we conclude, arsenic
exposure could be considered as an important modifying factor in the
understating and intervention strategies of atherosclerosis and related
cardiovascular diseases in virologically controlled HIV patients on ART, at
least under certain circumstances (including genetic background, diet,
co-exposure and geographical location). Also, we would argue that the
considerable overlap with the worldwide exposure of Arsenic, incidences
of HIV infection positively reinforce the initiation, persistence, and
progress of HIV infection itself and the pathogenesis of related
cardiovascular complications.
https://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/1602/1602.05981.pdf
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THE ABOVE ANALYSIS NOT ONLY CONFIRMS ARSENICUM ALBUM TO BE THE
SIMILIMUM REMEDY FOR COVID-19 AND COVERING ALL THE MYRIAD
VARYING SYMPTOMS OF THE PECULIAR INFLAMMATORY SYNDROME BUT,
ALSO ESTABLISHES THAT ARSENIC TOXICITY, HIV INFECTION AND COVID19
SHOW SIMILAR SYMPTOMS AND THAT THERE IS A DEFINTE CONNECTION –
A POSITIVE SYNERGY - BETWEEN ARSENIC TOXICITY, HIV INFECTION AND
COVID-19 AND THESE THREE HAVE THE POTENTIAL TO AGGRAVATE EACH
OTHER.
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“COVID TOES” MAY BE A NEW, RARE SYMPTOM OF COVID-19
SPOTS ON TOES AND RASHES JOIN WEIRD NEW SYMPTOMS OF COVID-19

A) Doctors have identified another rare symptom of covid19: purple or blue or
red toes that look swollen and feel painful to the touch. Dubbed “COVID toes”
by dermatologists, experts say the lesions have been popping up in younger
people—sometimes as their first or only sign of COVID-19.
https://www.prevention.com/health/a32237221/coronavirus-symptom-covidtoes/

B) In one report from Italy, 20% of the patients had a skin rash, half at the
onset of illness, and half later. There was not one specific type of rash; some
were like hives, others a lacy pattern called livedo reticularis, and others were
described as “chilblains” or “pernio,” with frostbite like lesions, and some were
even like chickenpox.
Dr. Ramon Grimalt, dermatology professor at UIC-Barcelona, also provided
early reports from Spain noting that children and teens were being seen with
pernio, or chilblains, of fingers and toes. These lesions are caused by cold,
which causes inflammation of blood vessels in the skin in some people. These
kids generally had no or few respiratory or other symptoms of COVID-19. The
Spanish General Council of Official Colleges of Podiatrists opened a registry to
collect all these unusual cases. They warned that while these skin lesions were
benign (not a problem, in themselves) they were notable as a sign of
asymptomatic infection with coronavirus.
The lesions were described as “pseudo-frostbite” by the National Union of
Dermatologists-Venereologists (SNDV) (another European group), because
these sometimes painful lesions popped up without cold exposure. In one
interesting case in “Amici DermPed,” the child’s mother and sister had more
classic symptoms of COVID-19, with fever, cough, and shortness of breath the
week before the boy developed skin lesions on his feet.
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A more unusual rash was noted in Bangok. There, a patient presented with a
skin rash called a petechial rash (like tiny bruises) and low platelet count. These
symptoms are typical for dengue fever, a common mosquito-borne viral
infection there, so it was assumed that was causing the patient’s symptoms.
Only later, after the patient was admitted to a tertiary medical center with
breathing problems, was the COVID-19 diagnosed.
Clinicians are warned of one other masquerader. The pernio type rash,
especially if there are painful pustular blisters on a reddish base, might be
mistaken for community-associated MRSA (methicillin-resistant Stapylococcus
aureus) lesions.
COVID can cause a wide range of symptoms in people, but we don’t know why
there is such a variety. Blood vessel inflammation appears to be a common
denominator.
https://www.forbes.com/sites/judystone/2020/04/27/spots-on-toes-andrashes-join-weird-new-symptoms-of-coronavirus/#9da04f57daaa

MY ANALYSIS:
The doctors of western medicine continue to be baffled with Covid-19…
“The clueless doctor who cannot see the hidden satanic dual-face of ArsenicHIV behind the Covid19 drama will be completely baffled, frustrated and will
fail to understand what is going on and why and what to do about Covid-19”.
-Dr Manish Agarwala
I have already analysed the common symptoms of covid-19 in my previous
research papers and confirmed Arsenicum Album to be the Similimum
Genus Epidemicus remedy. Now, Repertorizing the peculiar dermatological
symptoms of covid-19 using Zandvoort’s Complete Repertory:
Generalities; inflammation: ARS (grade 4)
Generalities; inflammation; acute: ARS (grade 3)
Fever, heat; inflammatory fever: ARS (grade 3)
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Skin; inflammation: ARS (grade 3)
Skin; erysipelas: ARS (grade 4)
Skin; erysipelas; scarlet: ARS (grade 3)
Skin; eruptions; rash; red: ars (grade 1)
Skin; eruptions; rash; red; scarlet: ars (grade 1)
Skin; eruptions; red; scarlet: ars (grade 1)
Skin; eruptions; red: ARS (grade 3)
Skin; redness: ARS (grade 4)
Skin; redness; scarlet: ARS (grade 3)
Heart & circulation; inflammation; blood vessels, phlebitis: ARS (grade 4)
Heart & circulation; marbled bloodvessels; reticulated, netted: ARS (grade 3)
Fever, heat; dengue fever; hemorrhagic: ars (grade 1)
Skin; eruptions; chicken-pox, varicella: ARS (grade 3)
Skin; eruptions; urticaria, nettle-rash; nodular, wheals, hives: ARS (grade 3)
Skin; eruptions; vesicles; blood blisters: ARS (grade 4)
Skin; eruptions; pustules; red: ars (grade 1)
Skin; redness; spots: ARS (grade 4)
Boger's General Analysis 7; vesicles, blisters etc. ARS (grade 4)
Extremities; chilblains: ARS (grade 4)
Extremities; chilblains; inflamed: ARS (grade 3)
Extremities; bluish; toes: ARS (grade 3)
Extremities; purple; toes; toenails: ars (grade 2)
Generalities; blueness of parts, cyanosis: ARS (grade 4)
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Generalities; swelling; inflammatory: ARS (grade 4)
Generalities; swelling; red: ARS (grade 3)
==
THIS CONFIRMS ARSENICUM ALBUM TO BE THE SIMILIMUM REMEDY FOR
COVID-19 AND COVERING ALL THE MYRIAD VARYING DERMATOLOGICAL
SYMPTOMS CAUSED DUE TO HYPER-INFLAMMATION OF THE SKIN AND
CUTANEOUS VASCULATURE.

Very soon, the media may report about Peripheral Arterial Diseases in covid-19
cases because, such Peripheral Vascular Diseases are common in Arsenicosis
cases and Arsenic being the similia to covid-19 – similar symptoms will surely
be observed in covid-19 cases sooner or later.

Arsenic Exposure and Cardiovascular Disease: An Updated Systematic Review
In epidemiologic studies, high-chronic arsenic exposure has been linked to
cardiovascular disease (CVD), including coronary heart disease (CHD), stroke,
and peripheral arterial disease (PAD). In particular, arsenic has been
established as a cause of blackfoot disease, a form of PAD endemic to areas of
Taiwan with extremely high levels of arsenic in drinking water. Experimentally,
arsenic exposure can induce atherogenesis and endothelial dysfunction in
animal models. Proposed mechanisms include up-regulation of inflammatory
signals, enhanced oxidative stress, endothelial and smooth muscle cell
proliferation, vessel remodelling, and apoptosis.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3483370/
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COVID-19 CAUSES HEMORRHAGE AS WELL AS THROMBOSIS
BAFFLING THE DOCTORS

Covid-19 can cause hemorrhage as well as thrombosis and thereby making the
management of the patients very difficult & prognosis very uncertain.
See here…

a) COVID-19 and intracerebral haemorrhage
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2052297520300214

b) COVID-19–associated Acute Hemorrhagic Necrotizing Encephalopathy
https://pubs.rsna.org/doi/10.1148/radiol.2020201187

c) Hemorrhagic problem among the patients with COVID-19
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/1076029620918308

d) How COVID-19 promotes thrombosis, posing problems for Drug-Drug
Interactions
https://www.tctmd.com/news/how-covid-19-promotes-thrombosis-posingproblems-drug-drug-interactions

e) COVID-19 recognized as thromboembolic disease affecting multiple organs
https://www.contagionlive.com/news/covid-19-thromboembolic-diseasemultiple-organs
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f) COVID-19 and its implications for thrombosis and anticoagulation.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/32339221

g) The Great Invader: How COVID-19 Attacks Every Organ
“A new finding suggests there may be another deadly culprit. Many doctors are
discovering that abnormal clotting, known as thrombosis, may also play a
major role in lethal COVID-19. Doctors are seeing clots everywhere: large-vessel
clots, including deep vein thrombosis (DVT) in the legs and pulmonary emboli
(PE) in the lungs; clots in arteries, causing strokes; and small clots in tiny blood
vessels in organs throughout the body. Early autopsy results are also showing
widely scattered clots in multiple organs.
Adam Cuker, MD, a hematologist at the Hospital of the University of
Pennsylvania who specializes in clotting disorders, says these clots are
happening at high rates even when patients are on blood thinners for clot
prevention. In one study from the Netherlands, 31% of patients hospitalized
with COVID-19 got clots while on blood thinners”.
https://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/929284#vp_2

h) Broadway star Nick Cordero has leg amputated after complications from
the coronavirus
“Cordero, who has been in the hospital since March 31, was being treated with
blood thinners to help relieve clotting in his leg, but doctors had to stop the
medication because it was causing internal bleeding, the Associated Press
reported. On Saturday, the decision was made to amputate…”.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/2020/04/20/nick-cordero-legcoronavirus/
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i) This seems a bit surprising to me, since we now are seeing that one common
thread in more severe cases is abnormal clotting. This is why use of
anticoagulants for COVID-19 patients is increasingly recommended. Yet people
are developing clots even while on anticoagulants. Severe strokes in young
adults was just described as yet another complication of COVID-19, though this
was in otherwise healthy young adults.
Mild clotting is seen in the lungs, kidneys, heart and extremities. Broadway
actor Nick Corduro had to have his leg amputated from clotting from the
virus and has had quite a few complications.
We don’t understand clearly why these clots are happening. We do know that
the receptor for SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes the COVID-19 infection, is
found on the lining of blood vessels (vascular endothelial cells). The receptor
is called angiotensin converting enzyme 2 (ACE-2). So perhaps this is why so
much heart involvement is being seen with COVID-19. In a small study from
Washington state, a third of the patients developed heart involvement.
While our understanding of COVID-19 has been progressing relatively quickly,
there is still so much we don’t know. This virus appears to be acting like syphilis,
“the great imitator,” with so many different manifestations in people—and we
don’t know why that is true.
https://www.forbes.com/sites/judystone/2020/04/27/spots-on-toes-andrashes-join-weird-new-symptoms-of-coronavirus/#6e82af1157da

MY ANALYSIS:
Covid-19 can cause hemorrhage as well as thrombosis and thereby making the
management of the patients very difficult & prognosis very uncertain.
However, this confusion is because of the fact that the western medicine
clinician fails to see the similarity of the Covid-19 picture with Arsenic.
I would like to add that the present state of confusion is just a beginning of the
things yet to come. Thrombosis/hemorrhage and the flip-flop in the same
patient and varying presentations in different patients is likely to leave the
western medicine physician very perplexed and at his wits end.
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No treatment or treatment strategy will satisfactorily work. The western
medicine haematologist will fail to establish the normal homeostasis
equilibrium and also not be able to explain this variable haematological
phenomenon. The cause, explanation and solution of all this paradoxical
phenomenon is what I concluded while discussing the Hypoxia conundrum in
my previous research paper: the entire symptomatology mimics arsenic
poisoning – whether it is hypoxia along with the strange tolerance towards
hypoxia or whether it is the paradoxical alternation/presentation of covid-19
cases with haemorrhage as well as thrombosis – the symptoms of covid-19 and
its different manifestations are similar to what is seen in arsenic poisoning
cases. And there is only one solution to end this drama – reverse the story by
the application of potentized arsenic! Yes -Arsenicum Album!
Kindly allow me to emphasize that the urgent need of the hour is to make the
western medicine experts see the similarity of the covid-19 picture with the
peculiar symptomatology of Arsenic poisoning and apply Arsenicum Album
(potentized Arsenic Trioxide) to reverse the vexed phenomenon.
Zandvoort’s Complete Repertory lists Arsenic under hemorrhage as well as
Thrombosis.
Heart & circulation; embolism: ars (grade 1)
Heart & circulation; thrombosis: ARS (grade 3)
Blood; hemorrhage: ARS (grade 4)
POST SCRIPT: It is interesting to note that Judy Stone, the author of the article
quoted before and an infectious disease specialist herself, observed thus:
“While our understanding of COVID-19 has been progressing relatively quickly,
there is still so much we don’t know. This virus appears to be acting like syphilis,
“the great imitator,” with so many different manifestations in people—and we
don’t know why that is true”.
As I have repeatedly stated – the specialists of western medicine will remain
confused until and unless they are able to clearly see the hidden dual face of
HIV-arsenic behind the covid-19 drama. The similarity of the entire
symptomatology of covid-19 with arsenic poisoning is the mother of all
explanations and rationale behind this entire otherwise perplexing
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phenomenon. Moreover, what really caught my eye was her observation:
“This virus appears to be acting like syphilis”. She is right! Covid-19 symptoms
reflect the syphilitic miasm. Obviously, miasms are neither the monopoly of
the homeopaths nor a figment of their imagination. Any astute observer, be it
an allopath or a homeopath, will notice the same truth. Miasms are the basic
constitutional template or predisposition that defines or drives the pattern of
the entire symptom phenomenon in a particular way. Ayurveda explains it in
terms of dosha-prakriti. The destructive symptoms of covid-19 reflect a strong
aggravation of the vata dosha – it is the same as the syphilitic miasm of the
classical homeopaths! Arsenicum Album is miasmatically a perfect choice for
covid-19 because it is a powerful anti-syphilitic remedy!
Dr. Roger Morrison, in his famous book - Desktop Guide to Keynotes &
confirmatory symptoms and Zandvoort’s Complete Repertory confirm that
Arsenicum Album is, miasmatically, an anti-syphilitic remedy.
Zandvoort’s Complete repertory:
Generalities; syphilis: ARS (grade 4)
Good to note that an allopath with a sharp eye for detail, observed the
fundamental nature of Covid-19 but, sad to note that the allopaths fail to
connect the dots.
THIS CONFIRMS ARSENICUM ALBUM TO BE THE SIMILIMUM REMEDY FOR
COVID-19 AND COVERING THROMBOSIS AS WELL AS HEMORRHAGE.
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CONJUNCTIVITIS WITH PINK OR RED EYE
MAY BE THE FIRST AND A RARE SYMPTOM
OF COVID-19 INFECTION

a) Coronavirus (COVID-19) may cause pink eye or conjunctivitis: But it’s rare
https://www.expresshealthcare.in/blogs/guest-blogs-healthcare/coronaviruscovid-19-may-cause-pink-eye-or-conjunctivitis-but-its-rare/418103/

b) Is there a correlation between red eyes and coronavirus?
New evidence is emerging that eye redness might be a symptom of COVID-19,
the disease caused by the novel coronavirus.
On March 23, 2020, CNN reported that a nurse at a nursing home in Kirkland,
Washington, recalled red eyes being a clinical sign in some elderly residents
who had developed COVID-19. Twenty-nine people associated with the nursing
home died from coronavirus complications, including 18 residents of the
nursing home.
"It's something that I witnessed in all of them (the patients)," Chelsey Earnest
told CNN. "They have, like, um — you can describe it like allergy eyes. The white
part of the eye is not red. It's more like they have red eye shadow on the
outside of their eyes.
"But we've had patients that just had red eyes as the only symptom that we
saw, and go to the hospital and pass away in the hospital," Earnest said.
Health officials believe conjunctivitis develops in about 1% to 3% of those
who’ve been infected with the virus, the group says.
The American Academy of Ophthalmology cites two recently published studies
suggesting that there’s a connection between conjunctivitis and COVID-19….
As explained by Rady’s Children Hospital–San Diego, viruses are the most
common cause of conjunctivitis. Viral conjunctivitis may affect both eyes.
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Symptoms normally last five to seven days and include: Redness in the whites
of the eyes, Eyelid swelling, A sandy/gritty feeling in the eye, Tearing, Watery
or slightly thick, whitish drainage… Keep in mind that pink eye is highly
contagious. It’s spread through contact with the eye secretions, which contains
the virus….
https://www.allaboutvision.com/conditions/red-eyes-coronavirus-symptom/

MY ANALYSIS
Let’s Repertorize using Zandvoort’s Complete Repertory:
Eyes; inflammation; conjunctivae, conjunctivitis: ARS (grade 4)
Eyes; redness: ARS (grade 4)
Eyes; redness; canthi: ARS (grade 3)
Eyes; redness; lids: ARS (grade 4)
Eyes; redness; lids; margins, edges: ARS (grade 4)
Eyes; swelling; lids: ARS (grade 4)
Eyes; irritation: ARS (grade 3)
Eyes; discharges; thick: ars (grade 1)
Eyes; discharges; acrid, corrosive, excoriating; watery: ars (grade 1)
Eyes; lachrymation: ARS (grade 4)
“The symptoms of slow arsenical poisoning are these: Oedematous eyelids; the
patient suffers from slight conjunctivitis; the eyes are always red and injected,
and smart and burn. Associated with these symptoms is dim sight”.
- Farrington’s Materia Medica, Chapter: Arsenicum Album

THIS CONFIRMS ARSENICUM ALBUM TO BE THE SIMILIMUM REMEDY FOR
COVID-19 AND COVERING THE ‘RED EYE’ SYNDROME.
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COVID-19 UNUSUAL PRESENTATION - 'TINGLING' IN ARMS AND FEET

a) Coronavirus warning: Woman reveals the 'tingling' in her arms and feet
One woman has explained that her COVID-19 infection caused "tingling" in her
hands and feet… she explained that one of her first warning signs of falling ill
was a tingling in her hands and feet.
She was sent home from work at midday after developing a headache and a
fever. Later that night, she had a very high temperature, but was still shivering.
"And at that point, I started to shiver uncontrollably,"
"I was getting tingling in my hands and feet."
The tingling may be linked to the body's natural immune system trying to fight
off the virus, scientists have claimed.
https://www.express.co.uk/life-style/health/1276092/coronavirus-symptomscovid-19-infection-signs-tingling-hands-feet

b) What is the coronavirus fizzing symptom?
Another day brings another round of possible new coronavirus symptoms, this
time involving unusual sensory experiences. Some COVID-19 patients have
reported “tingling” all over the body, or feeling like their skin was “on fire,”
“burning” or “covered in Icy Hot.” People have also taken to social media to
complain of an “electric feeling” on their skin, a “buzz” in their body or “like
bubbles fizzing inside my ribcage.” There’s no definitive explanation for these
reports as of now, but it’s likely a patient’s immune response, including a high
fever — rather than the virus itself — would cause such sensations, said
Dr. Waleed Javaid, director of infection prevention and control at Mount Sinai
Downtown in New York.
https://www.today.com/health/do-coronavirus-symptoms-include-fizzingtingling-or-burning-sensation-t178475
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c) What Does Covid-19 Do to Your Brain?
DURING THE THIRD week of March, as the pandemic coronavirus that causes
Covid-19 was beginning to grip the city of Detroit, an ambulance sped through
its streets to Henry Ford Hospital. Inside, a 58-year-old airline worker struggled
to understand what was happening to her. Like hundreds of other Covid-19
patients flooding the city’s emergency rooms, the woman had a fever, cough,
and aching muscles. But something else was happening too—something that
had made her suddenly disoriented, unable to remember anything but her
name.
Doctors at Henry Ford tested the woman for Covid-19, and she came back
positive. They also ordered CT and MRI scans. The images showed a brain
aflame, its folds swelling against the patient’s skull. On the computer screen,
white lesions dotted the gray cross-sectioned landscape—each one filled with
dead and dying neurons in regions that normally relay sensory signals, regulate
alertness, and access memories. On the screen they appeared white. But in the
electrical grid of the patient’s brain, those areas had gone dark.
Her doctors diagnosed a dangerous condition called acute necrotizing
hemorrhagic encephalopathy, or ANE, which they detailed in the journal
Radiology last month. It’s a rare complication known to occasionally
accompany influenza and other viral infections, though usually in children.
But stories of other, stranger symptoms—headaches, confusion, seizures,
tingling and numbness, the loss of smell or taste—have been bubbling up from
the frontlines for weeks. Published data on how frequently the disease
manifests in these types of neurological symptoms is still sparse, and experts
say they likely occur in a minority of the 2 million officially tallied Covid-19
infections worldwide. But for physicians, they are important because some of
these new symptoms may require a different line of treatment, one designed
for the brain rather than the body.
“The medicines we use to treat any infection have very different penetrations
into the central nervous system,” says S. Andrew Josephson, a neurologist at UC
San Francisco. Most drugs can’t pass through the blood-brain barrier, a living
border wall around the brain. If the coronavirus is breaching the blood-brain
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barrier and infecting neurons, that could make it harder to find effective
treatments.
Right now, many doctors are trying a two-pronged approach. The first is
finding antiviral drugs that can knock back how fast SARS-CoV-2 replicates.
They often combine that with steroids, to prevent the immune system from
going overboard and producing inflammation that can be damaging on its
own. If doctors knew people had coronavirus in their brains - that would alter
the equation. Unlike the lungs, the brain can’t be put on a ventilator.
https://www.wired.com/story/what-does-covid-19-do-to-your-brain/

d) Three NEW mild coronavirus symptoms that you shouldn’t ignore –
according to people who’ve had it:
= One woman from North Tyneside said she felt like she had been "dunked in
an ice lake" after feeling the strange tingling feeling. Tracy Clark, 49, said:
"I describe it differently in three ways: like being dunked in an icy lake, like
being struck by lightning, like pins and needles all over my body. No pain
though, just terrifying." Liam Gardner, 40, from Surrey told the Sun Online said
after four weeks of experiencing coronavirus symptoms he recently started
feeling a "tingling pains" in his hands and arms.
= A new study, published in the American Journal of Gastroenterology,
analysed data 204 patients with Covid-19 in China’s Hubei province and found
nearly 50 per cent had diarrhoea, vomiting or abdominal pain.
= Testicular pain may be a third rare sign of Covid-19, according to experts at
Harvard Medical School.
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/11392606/three-mild-coronavirus-symptomsshouldnt-ignore/
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MY COMMENTS:
1. I have already discussed the usual symptoms of Covid-19 and the loss of
taste/smell and Acute Necrotic Encephalopathy (ANE) in my previous research
papers and established the similarity with Arsenic/Arsenic Trioxide poisoning
on the basis of Materia Medica, Repertory and Toxicological references. These
references are enough to confidently declare Arsenicum Album (Homeopathic
potentized Arsenic Trioxide) as the Similimum for Covid-19 and also the Genus
Epidemicus.
2. The peculiar sensory experiences may be due to the reactions of the
immune system and/or due to neuritis and/or due to the change in
thermodynamic homeostasis by the virus.
Nevertheless, kindly allow me to repertorize all the peculiar sensory and other
symptoms reported in this section and thereby confirm Arsenicum Album as
the Similimum and Genus Epidemicus of Covid-19 covering all these symptoms.
From Zandvoort’s Complete Repertory:
Extremities; tingling, prickling: ARS (grade 4)
Generalities; inflammation; nerves, neuritis: ARS (grade 3)
Skin; pain; burning, smarting; fire, as from: ARS (grade 3)
Generalities; pain; burning, smarting; internal; coldness, with external:
ARS (grade 3)
Boger's General Analysis 7; burning stinging: ARS (grade 3)
Extremities; buzzing sensation: ars (grade 1)
Generalities; humming, buzzing and whizzing in body: ars (grade 1)
Generalities; icy sensation; ice needle: ARS (grade 3)
Skin; ice; needles, as of ice cold: ARS (grade 3)
Skin; pain; stitching; needles, as from; hot: ARS (grade 3)
Skin; coldness; icy: ARS (grade 3)
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Extremities; electric current, like: ars (grade 1)
Extremities; numbness, insensibility: ARS (grade 4)
Male; pain; testes: ars (grade 1)
Rectum; diarrhea: ARS (grade 4)
Stomach; vomiting: ARS (grade 4)
Abdomen; pain: ARS (grade 4)
Stomach; pain: ARS (grade 4)
Stomach; nausea; pain, with; abdomen, in: ARS (grade 4)
THE ABOVE ANALYSIS CONFIRMS ARSENICUM ALBUM AS THE GENUS
EPIDEMICUS COVERING THE PECULIAR SENSORY EXPERIENCES.
3. There is a mention about the Blood-Brain-Barrier (BBB) and scientists are
still not sure about the virus crossing the BBB and how to handle such
neurological complications of Covid-19. They are talking about “a different line
of treatment, one designed for the brain rather than the body” and “Right now,
many doctors are trying a two-pronged approach. The first is finding antiviral
drugs that can knock back how fast SARS-CoV-2 replicates. They often combine
that with steroids, to prevent the immune system from going overboard and
producing inflammation that can be damaging on its own” or are perplexed
and not sure about what they are saying when they say – “If doctors knew
people had coronavirus in their brains, that would alter the equation. Unlike
the lungs, the brain can’t be put on a ventilator”!!!
Let me put the facts on the table...
• The scientists will remain clueless till they see the HIV-arsenic
connection and accept Arsenicum Album as the ONLY remedy that can
prevent and cure Covid-19 worldwide.
• The use of steroids with antivirals or any kind of NSAIDs will lead to deep
suppression and in these advanced neurological cases – it will be the
road to suffering & death.
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• No different line of treatment is required. Both the western medical
doctors and many Homeopaths are also in dark (unfortunately). These
neurological symptoms are a part of the Covid-19 symptomatology and
so, a holistic approach is required. As discussed in my previous research
paper-the western medicine doctors have confused Hypoxia with
Dyspnoea and are mindlessly putting people on ventilators and surely
only the dumb guys can say think about putting the brains on
ventilators, if they could do so! The unwise Homeopaths are no better
when they forget the holistic-miasmatic Classical Homeopathic approach
and tend to advocate many different remedies to be given
symptomatically in an acute situation! Such Homeopathic prescribers,
whether they be famous teachers/authors or whosoever, are no better
that the allopathic doctor and are bound to bring great suffering and
death to the hapless patient.
• Let’s check out the facts re: Blood Brain Barrier and whether arsenic
mimics similar behaviour. Since, I am so confidently advocating
Arsenicum Album all the time – it is my duty to show the similia in all
ways or accept defeat at the hands of the allopaths & pseudohomeopaths!
Let’s review the following quotes. The facts speak for themselves.
a) Acute necrotizing encephalopathy (ANE) is a rare complication of
influenza and other viral infections and has been related to
INTRACRANIAL CYTOKINE STORMS, WHICH RESULT IN BLOOD-BRAINBARRIER BREAKDOWN, but without direct viral invasion or parainfectious demyelination.
https://pubs.rsna.org/doi/10.1148/radiol.2020201187?fbclid=IwAR2B8lz
Ia-MaHhah9dGkuNdejlL0qN_pCyQBGAV5lXEzJBb1olaQLrcKqC4
[In my previous research papers, I have established that arsenic
poisoning can present as ANE and that ANE is one of the rare
presentations of Covid-19]
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b) Studies in murine models have demonstrated that iAs crosses the
blood-brain barrier (BBB) and is methylated in different brain regions
that express the arsenic 3 methyltransferase (AS3MT) enzyme (Rodríguez
et al., 2005; Sánchez-Peña et al., 2010). Transplacental transfer of As
species from pregnant mice to fetus has been documented (Devesa et al.,
2006; Jin et al., 2010).
Reference:
Neurological effects of inorganic arsenic exposure
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fncel.2015.00021/full

c) In the case of arsenic, animal studies have shown that brain arsenic
levels have a dose–response relationship to levels of arsenic in drinking
water, demonstrating that THE BBB DOES NOT EFFECTIVELY BLOCK THE
PASSAGE OF ARSENIC TO THE CNS. Additionally, it has been reported
that ARSENIC MAY HAVE A DIRECT TOXIC IMPACT ON THE BBB ITSELF. A
study on the effects of mixed metals on the BBB, showed THAT VARIOUS
METALS, ARSENIC AMONG THEM, DISRUPTED THE INTEGRITY OF THE
BBB LIKELY VIA EFFECTS ON ASTROCYTES, LEADING TO INCREASED
PERMEABILITY OF THE BBB TO TOXICANTS SUCH AS ARSENIC.
Reference:
The developmental neurotoxicity of Arsenic: Cognitive and behavioral
consequences of early life exposure.
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S221499961400304X
?fbclid=IwAR12GEO8b5OibNeCM8a4YWJSDUh15xXuFxJnsVt3Xyp7AUlT3kNOhJCR9Q

So, while the scientists can continue to scratch their very confused heads, it is
quite clear that whether the SARS-CoV2 virus crosses the Blood-Brain-Barrier
(BBB) or not – the effects of the disease (Covid-19) does cross the BBB to affect
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the Brain. The above references also re-confirm Arsenicum as the Genus
Epidemicus of Covid-19 on the basis of similar symptoms & behaviour.
Moreover, the allopath, with his fragmentary symptomatic approach may be
worried about the Brain or the BBB and think about a “different line of
treatment” but, the genuine Classical Homeopath should be confident that his
well selected holistic Similimum/Genus Epidemicus will cover all symptoms including disease symptoms not reported before!
Whether the virus itself crosses the BBB or not is not important to the Classical
Homeopath because the Covid-19 is definitely affecting the entire neurological
apparatus and Arsenicum Album is the similia to Covid-19 - so the similia
covers the entire spectrum of Covid-19 without excluding any part of the body.
Further, because the potentized Homeopathic remedies work on the dynamic
plane – the action of the remedy is not dependent on the BBB or placental
barrier etc. and the remedies act everywhere unhindered. Moreover, since
crude Arsenic crosses the BBB to exert its toxic effects in the Brain – the
Classical Homeopath can surely rest assured that the well selected Genus
Epidemicus remedy – Arsenicum Album - will definitely prevent or cure serious
covid-19 neurological pathologies in the Brain.
4. As before, I am pleased to quote several toxicological research studies to
further confirm that Arsenicum does cover the peculiar sensations as reported
by the Covid-19 sufferers and therefore it is definitely the Genus Epidemicus of
Covid-19.
Check….
a) What are the health effects of arsenic exposure?
Symptoms of exposure to high levels of arsenic include stomach pain, vomiting,
diarrhea, and impaired nerve function, which may result in ‘pins and needles’
sensation or numbness and burning in hands and feet.
https://www.healthlinkbc.ca/healthlinkbc-files/arsenic-drinking-water
AND
b) Arsenic Toxicity: A 35 year-old male presents because of numbness and
tingling of his hands and feet.
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History of present illness: His symptoms began approximately 3 months ago,
with gradual onset of numbness and tingling in his toes and fingertips,
progressing over weeks to involve the feet and hands in a symmetric "stocking
glove" pattern. About 1 month ago he had an episode of nausea, abdominal
pain, and diarrhea, which resolved after 3 days. In the past 2 to 3 weeks, the
tingling has taken on a progressively painful, burning quality and he has noted
weakness in gripping tools.
https://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/csem/csem.asp?csem=1&po=3
MY POST SCRIPT: The ‘stocking glove’ pattern is a beautiful reminder of the
Hering’s Laws of Cure where ‘below upwards’ and ‘periphery to centre’ are the
cardinal signs of progress of disease! Surely, truth is not limited to the domain
of Homeopathy! But, the mentally conditioned allopath does not care to notice
this phenomenon and its significance.
AND
c) "China accounts for approximately half of the world’s Arsenic production and
consequently its pollution [48], and there are many regions that contain
naturally high amounts of Arsenic in soil deposits. Arsenic toxicity studies from
China typically focus on symptoms of neurotoxicity, including loss of hearing,
loss of taste, blurred vision, and tingling/numbness in the limbs [49]. Altered
mental health is comorbid with these ailments, including a prevalence of
insomnia [49], anxiety and depression [50], and symptoms of distress [51]."
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/pmc4026128/?fbclid=iwar2krjdy8
ek1whv8_hlizzqoilzmcvixmqzlqujw3ertkmsb4nqzpybll-o#cr49

THE ABOVE ANALYSIS & DISCUSSION CONFIRMS ARSENICUM ALBUM AS THE
GENUS EPIDEMICUS OF COVID-19 AND COVERING THE PECULIAR SENSORY
EXPERIENCES.
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TREATMENT GUIDELINES (UPDATED)
AND
FINAL COMMENTS

1. There exists a strange similarity of symptoms between Arsenic poisoning,
HIV-AIDS and Covid-19 and this may be confirmed by any forensic toxicologist.
Whatever be the cause behind this uncanny similarity – as per the principles of
Classical Homeopathy – I confirm Arsenicum Album [Potentized Homeopathic
Arsenic Trioxide] to be the Similimum for Covid-19 & HIV-AIDS because, I see
the similar Arsenic ‘state’ in Covid-19 & HIV-AIDS. Therefore, Arsenicum
Album is the preventive & curative Genus Epidemicus/homogenic remedy both
for Covid-19 & HIV-AIDS.

2. A single dose of Arsenicum Album 200c [potentized on K-tronic potentizer]
is my suggested preventive & curative treatment for Covid-19. For more
guidelines about treatment – please refer to the chapter: FINAL COMMENTS &
THE SOLUTION TO THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC (REVISED) in my Covid19 research
paper: ‘Arsenic’ - The central pivot around which revolves the entire drama of
covid-19 - A unique analysis for the first time…

3. PQRS CONFIRMS…
Master Hahnemann says in aphorism 153:
§ 153 Sixth Edition: “In this search for a homoeopathic specific remedy, that is
to say, in this comparison of the collective symptoms of the natural disease
with the list of symptoms of known medicines, in order to find among these an
artificial morbific agent corresponding by similarity to the disease to be cured,
the more striking, singular, uncommon and peculiar (characteristic) signs and
symptoms of the case of disease are chiefly and most solely to be kept in view;
for it is more particularly these that very similar ones in the list of symptoms of
the selected medicine must correspond to, in order to constitute it the most
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suitable for effecting the cure. The more general and undefined symptoms: loss
of appetite, headache, debility, restless sleep, discomfort, and so forth, demand
but little attention when of that vague and indefinite character, if they cannot
be more accurately described, as symptoms of such a general nature are
observed in almost every disease and from almost every drug”.
In my opinion, my research confirms Arsenicum Album as the most suited
Genus Epidemicus of covid-19 on the basis of many striking, uncommon,
Peculiar-Queer-Rare-Strange (PQRS) characteristic signs and symptoms
including
Rhabdomyolysis,
Immuno-suppression,
Acute
Necrotic
Encephalopathy, loss of taste/smell and atypical Kawasaki disease like hyperinflammatory syndrome etc.

4. In my previous research papers, I had quoted many experts and discussed
how the risk of relapse, re-infection and life-threatening Antibody Dependent
Enhancement (ADE) was real. I had also warned that the clueless western
medicine doctors will remain baffled until and unless they are able to see the
demonic connection of Arsenic-HIV with Covid-19 and that only Classical
Homeopathy, based on the fundamental law of ‘like cures like’, can be the
saviour. I had discussed the cardiac complications of Covid-19 in detail and
showed that Arsenicum too has similar cardiac symptoms and that any kind of
suppression of Covid-19 with non-homeopathic drugs/vaccines will lead to
severe cardiac morbidities. I had pointed out that immuno-suppression is a
common feature between HIV infection & Covid-19 and Arsenic toxicity and
that any suppression of Covid-19 will surely lead to a viral pandemic & immune
dysfunction. My worst fears are coming true and the allopathic doctors are
continuing to walk on the wrong path. Steroids, anti-virals, NSAIDs and
Hydroxy-chloroquine are being prescribed by the helpless and clueless western
medicine doctor but, this suppression will have disastrous consequences.
Nobel Laureate Dr Luc Montagnier has said that SARS-CoV2 is lab made and
that it has bits of HIV genome in it. No vaccine was successful against HIV and
no vaccine will be successful against Covid-19. Moreover, any forceful attempt
to suppress HIV or Covid-19 by any drug or vaccine will lead to severe Antibody
Dependent Enhancement (ADE) and/or a pandemic of viral diseases including
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HIV and/or an upsurge of tuberculosis & cancer and will make Covid-19 a
chronic pandemic with cardiovascular, neurovascular and other complications.

5. BAD HOMEOPATHY
But, why should I blame the baffled allopathic doctors alone when majority of
the Homeopaths, who are supposed to be the torchbearers of Dr Hahnemann’s
legacy, are completely in dark and making irrational & unscientific statements?
I feel very sad to see some Homeopathic teachers suggesting Bryonia,
Gelsemium and Camphora as the Genus Epidemicus of covid-19 and confusing
the entire Homeopathic community.
Does Bryonia, Gelsemium or Camphora cover the immensely destructive,
syphilitic miasmatic nature of Covid-19?
Does Bryonia, Gelsemium or Camphora cover: Severe Hypoxia,
Rhabdomyolysis, Immuno-suppression, Acute Necrotic Encephalopathy and
Atypical Kawasaki disease like hyper-inflammatory syndrome? As per Aphorism
153, shouldn’t these PQRS symptoms be the confirmatory symptoms of the
remedy?
Whom are these homeopaths trying to fool? Prof. Vithoulkas had anticipated
this scenario in the early phase of the pandemic itself. It must be noted that a
very mild and self-recovering case of Covid-19 can be easily suppressed by any
remedy, particularly the high potency and repeated doses of the wrong
remedies being prescribed by these misguided Homeopaths - and then these
Homeopaths unwisely claim that Bryonia or Gelsemium or Camphora has
“worked” on a Covid-19 case!
I quote Prof Vithoulkas…
“Any remedy or false remedy or a placebo will have the same success as the
one described for these cases”.
Those unwise homeopaths who are playing around with Gelsemium or Bryonia
or Camphora and managing to suppress very mild and self healing cases of
covid-19 will not wake up unless they see their Bryonia or Gelsemium or
Camphora not working in severe cases and leading to fatalities. That they need
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repeated doses & high potencies of Bryonia, Gelsemium & Camphora is in itself
a proof that the remedy is wrong.
These unwise Homeopaths do not understand that wrong remedies & mindless
repetition can cause suppression/aggravation more than the allopathic drugs.
Unfortunately, multiple remedies/combination formulas and frequent
repetitions have become the norm in present day Homeopathy and the future
of Classical Homeopathy is in grave danger.
These pseudo-homeopaths do not know that they are unwisely causing
suppression and this may lead to relapse or re-infection and it may be fatal due
to Antibody Dependent Enhancement (ADE).
Epidemics provide a unique opportunity to serve humanity & also establish the
supremacy of Classical Homeopathy over all other systems of medicine. But, in
the present covid-19 pandemic - I am sorry to say - majority of the
Homeopaths failed Homeopathy. The unwise polypharmacists or reckless
prescribers of wrong remedies/multiple doses do not know that covid-19 is no
joke and their irresponsible antics may lead a covid-19 patient to death.
Prof. Vithoulkas is right when he comments thus, about the present scenario:
“At this moment with this situation, homeopathy could have its best chance
to prove its efficacy, but due to such nonsensical ideas, circulating from
irresponsible persons, have damaged deeply the real Classical Homeopathy
of Hahnemann”.
- Prof. George Vithoulkas
31.03.2020
Unfortunately, some Homeopaths who are prescribing or supporting Bryonia,
Gelsemium or Camphora are doing so because of their lack of knowledge of
materia medica and some homeopathic teachers are continuing to defend
their wrong remedy choices simply because of their ego! These unwise
homeopaths have gravely endangered the well-being of suffering mankind and
have managed to confuse the gullible common man. If the mis-information
campaign and misleading claims of dubious ‘clinical trials’ unleashed by these
resourceful homeopaths is not checked immediately –the confused common
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man will immensely suffer during the subsequent waves of infection of covid19
– because, severe covid-19 conditions [or covid-19 relapse/re-infection cases
where there is a risk of fatal ADE] needs the right remedy in right dose/potency
to prevent or cure it.
Hahnemann, Kent, Allen, Lippe and Hering would have been very sad to see
Homeopathy in such a deep mess today. However, I am an optimist and I will
continue to write for those very few Classical Homeopaths who are loyal
adherents of the teachings of our great master Dr Hahnemann and have the
experience & confidence to cure serious diseases in emergency setting with a
single remedy & single dose.
I have come across some dubious so-called clinical trials/researches by 3
so-called homeopaths/homeopathic teachers who claim that they have given
the remedies to thousands or millions or across several continents and found
that Bryonia or Gelsemium or Camphora is the Genus Epidemicus! These
dubious, ignorant and egoistic fools are a curse for Classical Homeopathy and
use their political connections, money power and popularity to spread lies and
mis-information. I feel so sorry for Classical Homeopathy and the suffering
mankind. At times, I wonder why I soldier on and keep writing about Classical
Homeopathic cure of Covid-19. It’s a David vs. Goliath scenario here. I keep
working hoping that David will win one day because; he has the truth on his
side.
It is surely the misfortune of the suffering common man that my in-depth
research & analysis and the huge success of Arsenicum Album in preventing as
well as curing Covid-19 cases - gets less popularity than all kinds of rubbish socalled ‘research’ by western medicine doctors, ayurvedic experts and the
pseudo-homeopathic lobby. These are no researches but, experiments
actually. In this grim scenario – where there are no takers for the truth - the
Bill Gates empowered Vaccine lobby is confident that they will be successful in
forcibly vaccinating everyone. It’s all about money, honey!
I have come across a European research study and some US/Indian/European
Homeopaths/medical doctor-homeopaths who have claimed that they are
‘Individualizing’ each case. I carefully studied some of their case histories and
their data and found that they needed 20 or more remedies to ‘cure’ their
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cases or the cases needed several remedies according to the changing
symptoms of the case or frequent repetitions were necessary! This is not even
worthy of being called ‘Bad Homeopathy’ but, deserves to be medico-legally
challenged for medical negligence. No wonder, Classical Homeopathy gets a
bad name because of these black sheep. And these dim-witted people are at
the forefront of peddling Bryonia or Gelsemium or Camphora and many other
remedies because they fail to see the Arsenicum Album picture in the cases in
front of them.
I saw case histories of several Indian/US/European Homeopaths where these
pseudo-homeopaths had prescribed repeated doses of Bryonia or Lycopodium
or Gelsemium or Nux-v to covid-19 cases with a clear Arsenicum picture and
then these homeopaths claimed that they had ‘cured’ Covid-19 with Bryonia or
Lycopodium or Gelsemium or Nux-v! I am sure that I will never be successful in
convincing these dim-witted prescribers that they are actually suppressing very
mild cases of Covid-19 and that mere absence of symptoms in the present
instant is not a confirmation of cure and there is no guarantee that there will
not be a relapse.
A true cure will show clear signs of cure as evidenced by Hering’s Laws of cure.
But, a bad homeopath is not used to observing such details. No wonder a
famous but, misguided homeopath asked me whether Hering’s Laws of Cure is
observed in Acute cases or not!
On one hand we have these pseudo-homeopaths who prescribe 10M of the
wrong remedy twice a day and on the other hand we have the polypharmacy
prescribers who think that a combination formula works best. And then there
are those ‘educated’ doctors who think prescribing Hydroxy-chloroquine or
Anti-virals along with Homeopathy is ‘advanced homeopathy’ and that they
are doing some kind of advanced covid-19 research! Did Dr Hahnemann gift us
Homeopathy for this kind of pseudo-treatment? Surely, these are the ‘mongrel
sect’ cursed by Dr Hahnemann in Aphorism 148 of the Organon.
While fools will remain fools, it pains me to see Classical Homeopathic teachers
OR even the AYUSH ministry talking about Arsenicum Album is a generalized
vague way for ‘ILI’ – influenza like illnesses and not confidently declaring
Arsenicum Album to the confirmed preventive as well as the curative Genus
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Epidemicus of Covid-19. I wonder why I was the first person who confidently
declared Arsenicum Album as the preventive as well as curative Genus
Epidemicus of Covid-19 and in the due course of my research, discovered the
Covid19-arsenic-HIV connection too. Why didn’t any other Homeopathic
teacher find this truth about covid-19 or HIV before me?
While fools will remain fools, it pains me to see Classical Homeopathic teachers
(who advocate for the 6th edition of the Organon) or even the AYUSH ministry
talking about prescribing Arsenicum Album 30c daily for 3 or 4 days. Is this
daily dosing Classical Homeopathy? Is it as per the instructions in the 6 th
organon? I politely questioned an organon teacher who advises Arsenicum
Album 30c to be taken daily for 4 days: “Why 30c daily for 4 days, Sir? Why not
200c one dose only once? Won’t repeated doses aggravate?” He replied –
“To wake up the vital force, it is required to repeat daily for 4 days. 30c does
not aggravate”. I was too stunned and saddened to hear this from a teacher of
the 6th edition of the Organon. I could hear Dr Hahnemann screaming from his
grave: “discite moniti” [Do not do this].
If Dr Hahnemann would have heard about repeated doses of Bryonia 200c or
Bryonia 10M or Camphora 1M being prescribed to Covid19 Arsenicum cases
and Organon teachers justifying repeated doses of the remedy – the master
would have joined me to drown his sorrows in the old song by Mohd. Rafi
“Yeh duniya, yeh mehfil mere kaam ki nahi” [this world and its soirées are not
fit for me] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jFNEVz6pqio
This Covid-19 epidemic has provided a god-send opportunity to the
Homeopaths not only to serve humanity but, also to establish that ONLY
Classical Homeopathy can save the world from this disaster. I hope my
research reaches some wise people who are well connected with those in
power and my Genus Epidemicus suggestion is CORRECTLY implemented or
else covid-19 is a doomsday scenario – at present and also in the future.
The allopathic drugs & vaccine will turn covid-19 into a chronic inheritable
suffering along with a permanent cancer/tuberculosis/viral pandemic and as
usual, the western medicine lobby will fail to see or never acknowledge the
connection.
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6. I have opted for a single dose approach and advise that the remedy be
allowed to act undisturbed for a long time. Those Homeopaths who are used
to bad homeopathy, reckless prescribing and frequent repetitions fail to
understand the rationale behind my cautious approach.
I have drafted the treatment guidelines keeping the following objectives in
mind:
•
The prevention or cure regimen should be as per the time-tested
principles of Classical Hahnemannian Homeopathy.
•
SIMI-MINI-MONO is and will be the central theme of the treatment at all
times.
•
For preventive Genus Epidemicus it must be remembered that the
remedy is being applied to a large section of the community without assessing
each individual’s health status. And as such the conscientious classical
homeopath must keep 4 things in mind:
A) Prevent covid19 by right remedy & single dose. But, do not suppress.
Repeated doses of any remedy can suppress.
B) Make sure that the underlying untreated constitutional issues are not
brought up on the surface or the existing morbidities are not aggravated due
to high potency and frequent repetition of the Genus Epidemicus.
C) There will be people in the community who have taken wrong homeopathic
remedies/taken many doses of the right remedy AND also those with fragile
health conditions eg. neurological/neurovascular or cardiovascular or
nephrological morbidities. After careful deliberations – a suitable strategy
should be devised that efficiently covers all sub-types of the populace and yet,
is easy to implement in the community setting.
D) The motto of the preventive Genus Epidemicus or curative treatment should
be Primum non nocere – First, do not harm.
I have drafted the treatment guidelines keeping the above objectives in mind.
I recommend a single dose of Arsenicum Album as the preventive Genus
Epidemicus as well as curative remedy for Covid-19. Arsenicum Album in 200c
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potency (SBL/BOIRON) - given just once and the remedy allowed to act
undisturbed at least for 5 months.
• I propose a worldwide mass distribution by all governments.
• The remedy must be of standard quality and not spurious – particularly
in countries like India.
• Although a genuine Arsenicum Album 200c from any reputed pharmacy
will work – potentization method does make a difference. I recommend
a high quality Arsenicum Album 200c prepared on K-Tronic Potentizer
of Labotics (Belgium), as offered by Boiron (France) or SBL (India) or
any other very reliable pharmacy which uses the K-Tronic Potentizer,
as the best & standardized choice.
• Earlier, in the first week of March 2020, I was suggesting constitutional
treatment OR Genus Epidemicus - as the case may require - and
Arsenicum Album 30c just one dose in areas with low risk. But, seeing
the present scenario with the looming threat of stage-3 community
transmission and long term chronic effects of Covid19 – I have revised
my advice. Now, I am suggesting only the Genus Epidemicus. Arsenicum
Album 200c (K-tronic potentized). One dose. Only once. Remedy should
be allowed to work undisturbed for 5 months. Quick repetitions may
produce strong aggravation along with disturbance in remedy action.
• Sensitive provers (I myself being one such prover) have found that a
200c hand succussed remedy by brands such as HAPCO of Kolkata lasts
at least for 84 days with just one single dose.
Remedies potentized on K-Tronic Potentizer are stronger and last longer.
A 200c SBL remedy lasts at least for 4 months. I would never repeat a
200c SBL remedy (single dose) before 5 months, at least.
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APPLICATION OF THE GENUS EPIDEMICUS
• SINGLE DOSE APPROACH is the best and most suitable approach for
applying the Genus Epidemicus in the community. It is preferable that
the person is not already over-medicated with many wrong remedies
and multiple repetitions (Bad Homeopathy) and the correct Genus
Epidemicus – Arsenicum Album 200c (K-tronic potentized SBL/BOIRON) one single dose - given only once - is allowed to work undisturbed for 5
months. Do not repeat and wait at least for 1 year from the date of
prescription.
• DELAYED APPROACH: If any another potentized remedy has already
been taken before – prescribe Ars Alb 30 (K-tronic potentized)
immediately. Only one dose. Only once. Thereafter don’t prescribe any
other remedy for 2 months. Then after 2 months – prescribe Ars Alb
200c (K-tronic potentized). Let Ars Alb 200c work undisturbed for 5
months. Do not repeat and wait at least for 1 year from the date of
prescription of Ars Alb 200c.
• STAGGERED APPROACH or INDIVIDUALIZATION: In case of patients of
neurological disorders (like epilepsy) or neuro-vascular cases (like
cerebral stroke) or patients with severe cardiac or renal issues or any
other patient with a very fragile health condition – please do not assume
that the Homoeopathic remedy can be recklessly prescribed without
harm. In such cases, multiple remedy prescriptions or repeated doses or
high potency may prove to be fatal. In such very severe & precarious
cases – it may be advisable not to prescribe the Genus Epidemicus
unless the case is carefully evaluated by a medical doctor along with a
very experienced Classical Homeopath. The Chronic constitutional
remedy may be the best protection in such cases. Even if a decision is
taken to prescribe Ars. Alb. as the Genus Epidemicus – it should only be
prescribed in K-tronic potentized 30c potency (One dose. Only once).
Then wait for 2.5 months. Thereafter, repeat Ars Alb 30c again (one
dose. Only once). Do not disturb the remedy action for 2.5 months.
Thereafter, Ars. Alb. may be repeated only after 1 full year (from the
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date of the first dose of Ars Alb 30c) and not before. Such critical cases
are best handled individually by a very experienced Classical Homeopath
and should be kept outside the purview of mass general Genus
Epidemicus. Keep Ars Alb 200c (K-tronic potentized) in mind for Covid19
acute, though.
• NO REMEDY APPROACH OR PLACEBO APPROACH: In case, it is seen that
the a person has already taken 2 or 3 or more doses (at least 2 doses) of
Arsenicum Album 30c (or higher potency) within last 6 months – it is
best not to prescribe any remedy and only prescribe placebo.
Similarly, in cases of patients of neurological disorders (like epilepsy) or
neuro-vascular cases (like cerebral stroke) or patients with severe
cardiac or renal issues or any other patient with a very fragile health
condition (as discussed above) – it may be wiser to prescribe only
placebo – because, further individualization and constitutional
treatment is not possible in community health centre setting
(particularly in developing countries like India or Africa) and also
because, experienced & genuine classical homeopaths are a rare
commodity everywhere.
• EMERGENCY REPETITION: I have advised using the remedy Arsenicum
Album 200c [K-tronic potentized. SBL or Boiron] only one dose once and
then not disturbing the remedy action for 5 months and not repeating
before 1 year from the date of prescription. This cautious approach is to
ensure that the underlying constitutional disorder of the person is not
brought to the surface by repeated doses and also because, one single
dose of the very carefully selected preventive & curative Genus
Epidemicus remedy (Arsenicum Album) in 200c potency will not only
work for 5 months but, will also eradicate the susceptibility of the
organism to Covid-19 for quite a long time. I do not foresee such a
person getting Covid-19 or needing another dose for at least 1 year if
not several years.
However, understanding the fact that the Genus Epidemicus remedy is
to be applied by untrained health workers in a community setting
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(particularly in developing countries like India & Africa) and there are
people who may take the remedy with menthol/peppermint/pan-masala
etc. in mouth or the remedy may have been spoilt due to storing in high
heat/exposure to sunlight or the ignorant persons may take some other
homeopathic remedy after taking Arsenicum Album and thereby
antidoting or disturbing the action of Arsenicum Album 200c single dose
– if required it MAY be necessary to repeat a dose of Arsenicum Album
200c (SBL/BOIRON) single dose AFTER 6 MONTHS (and not before) if
there is a stage-3 spread of Covid-19 in a particular locality or if a
particular person reports with Covid-19 positive test report (or has
covid-19 symptoms).
[Please note my emphasis on ‘if required’ and ‘may’ and not make it a
routine affair. Not before 6 months – is a good advice considering the
variable factors in a community setting with the Genus Epidemicus ‘one
size fits all’ approach].
In case, a person is an acute Covid-19 case, he should immediately be
prescribed a single dose of Arsenicum Album 200c even if he says that
he has taken dose/s of Arsenicum Album in any potency at any time
before. Care must be taken that the single dose of Arsenic Album
prescribed during emergency acute situation is of high standardized
quality [I recommend the K-tronic potentized SBL or Boiron remedy] and
is stored away from heat/sunlight/strong odours/electromagnetic fields
and is taken by the patient in a clean mouth (empty stomach before
brushing teeth or 6 hours after brushing teeth and 2 hours after
breakfast/lunch) and no food for 2 hours after taking the remedy.
No brushing teeth for at least 2 hours after taking the remedy.
Peppermint / menthol / pan-masala / coffee / caffeinated drinks / taking
other homeopathic remedies and disturbing the action of the single dose
of Arsenicum Album 200c are not advisable throughout the
homeopathic treatment.
Please note that many of the above said advisories are based on the
community scenario where individualized treatment is not possible.
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If asked, I will be pleased to further fine-tune my advisories to make it
easier to apply in rustic community setups.
• Summary of my BASIC Genus Epidemicus advice: I propose the use of
Arsenicum Album 200c - potentized on K-Tronic Potentizer
(SBL/BOIRON). Just one single dose and not repeated thereafter. It is the
best suited worldwide Genus Epidemicus prophylaxis as well as the
curative remedy. Do not disturb the remedy action at least for 5 months.
Do not prescribe any other remedy at least for 5 months. Do not repeat
and wait at least for 6 months, if not 1 year or longer from the date of
prescription, before repeating.
• I will recommend the use of Arsenicum Album in 200c potency
(SBL/BOIRON) particularly in areas with stage 3 community transmission
risk and for doctors, health workers and everyone whose profession
involves interaction with people.
• This 200c is the syphilitic phase potency as per Dr Prafull Vijayakar and
was the frequently used potency by Lippe, Boenninghausen and
Dunham. A careful analysis of the in-vitro research work by Dr Girish
Gupta of Lucknow (India) confirms the unique curative effects of 200c
potency in infections.
As per Dr Prafull Vijayakar - 200c is the best potency for acutes.
Single dose Arsenicum Album 200c makes more sense than the AYUSH
ministry suggestion of 30c on 3 days. Taking the remedy daily for 3 days
may aggravate or disturb the remedy action. One single dose – taken
just once and thereafter ‘wait and watch’ – is the Classical
Hahnemannian approach.
I recommend only the 200c potency for Covid-19 prophylaxis as well as
cure. According to me, 200c is the similimum harmonic potency for the
Covid-19 syphilitic symptoms. Now-a-days, the Covid-19 cases are
presenting with great virulence and quickly leading to life-threatening
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hypoxia or cardiological symptoms or sudden neuro-vascular incidents
or hyper-inflammatory syndromes. Seeing this depth and speed of
Covid-19 symptoms – which is quite destructive and evidently of the
syphilitic miasmatic nature – I am unable to endorse the use of 30c as
the optimum potency and suggest the use of a single dose Arsenicum
Album only in 200c potency. Only one single dose and thereafter ‘wait
and watch’!
• My emphasis on remedies potentized on K-tronic potentizer (Labotics,
Belgium) and suggestion of SBL or BOIRON brands is not a matter of
personal opinion. I have no business links with any of these companies.
Actually, I have carefully studied the potentization methods and the
potentizer used by many pharmacies worldwide and was surprised to
find wide variations in the process. For example, the vintage BT
potencies were fluxion potencies which were diluted 1:17 times and
were never succussed! [Info courtesy: my late friend Julian Winston].
Again, the number of succussion varies from one pharmacy to another
and may be 10 or 20 or 40 or more!
All potentizer machines are not the same. The Quinn potentizer of
Hahnemann Labs, USA and the K-tronic potentizer used by SBL or
BOIRON are as different as chalk and cheese!
A 200c (vintage BT) and a 200c (HAPCO, Kolkata) and a 200c (Helios, UK)
and a 200c (Hahnemann Labs) and a 200c (SBL or Boiron) and a 200c
(vintage swan) and a 200c (vintage Dunham)…are all different! And then
there is Hahnemannian multi-vial potentization VS. single vial korsakoff!
And then difference in machines! I can go on and on….!!
ALL DIFFERENT ALTHOUGH THE LABEL SAYS “200c”
Without going into too much detail – I would like to add that I have
carefully studied and compared the potentization details and above all –
as a true student of Hahnemann – I HAVE DONE COMPARATIVE
PROVING OF REMEDIES POTENTIZED IN DIFFERENT WAYS ON MYSELF &
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OTHERS and my observations + clinical experience forms the basis of my
advisories in this research paper.
My final & much verified opinion is that the remedies potentized on Ktronic potentizer (of the Labotics company of Belgium) which is used by
SBL (India) and BOIRON (USA & France) are the most powerful and last
longest. Moreover, these remedies potentized on the vibratory K-tronic
potentizer have the maximum penetrative depth, are more effective for
pathologies and are likely to be more effective to prevent & cure the
destructive syphilitic symptomatology of Covid-19.
Recommending a particular potency, potentization method and brand is
also necessary to ensure standardization.
• Quantity of medicine (Dose): In Classical Homeopathy – the remedies
are being used just to give ‘information’ to the dynamically vibrating
mind-matter continuum of the patient. THERE IS NO PHYSICAL DOSE.
Any ‘dose’ from 1 poppy seed size globule to several drops is fine.
I am the student of the great classical homeopathic master of Kolkata –
Late Dr Dhananjay Ray. In my earlier years, I have done great
experiments on posology and shared my observations with this old
master. 1 poppy seed globule of the remedy works even after diluting in
1 or 2 litre bottle of water OR even after serial dilutions in the 15th glass
of water (each glass having 200 ml water and 5 ml transferred at each
step)! Aha! minimum dose! Aha! Miracle of minimum dose!
Btw – my favourite posology is using 1 poppy seed of the 50-millesimal
potency in a 1 oz. vial and just olfaction! Nur einmal riechen. Dies ist
meine Mindestdosis [The Germans know what I mean! Hahnemann
would have been pleased!]
With due respect, I am unable to endorse prescriptions like “4 globules
of 30 no. size globules” as perfectly logical or classical homoeopathic
‘dose’! We classical homeopaths are not materialists like the allopaths!
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However, for the sake of ease in dispensing and standardisation in
community setting – I would suggest “4 medicated globules of 30 no. or
40 no. globule size” as 1 dry dose OR “1 drop of the remedy in distilled
water” (In a NEW unused glass bottle - washed with distilled water
before use) as 1 dose in water. The globule sizes mentioned are Indian.
Those in UK may opt for 2 to 4 pills of pill no. 6 having 3.5 mm diameter
OR 4 pills of pill no. 3 having 2 mm diameter. Boiron gives pellets of
standard size and 4 pills may be considered a ‘dose’. Both dry dose and
water dose work well – choose any of these two on the basis of
convenience.
• There may be some atypical cases needing other remedies for cure.
Some patients may need their constitutional remedy for cure.
Nevertheless, Arsenicum Album is undoubtedly the best suited Genus
Epidemicus preventive remedy and is likely to be the curative similia in
almost all very severe, potentially fatal Covid-19 cases.
• There are some pseudo-homeopaths who tend to merrily prescribe
many remedies and many doses and/or prescribe ‘combination formula’
of several homeopathic remedies and/or prescribe combos of allopathic
drugs + homeopathic remedies. These pseudos are a curse for Classical
Homeopathy and are responsible for all the mess and bad repute of
Homeopathy. Some of these bogus Homeopaths may also conduct
‘Research’ and publish articles in Journals! Recently, I came across a
‘Research Paper’ on the Homeopathic treatment of Covid19 in an
European country where 2 to 6 remedies were given to the same patient
and it was claimed that about 20 different remedies were indicated in
Covid19 cases and that the homeopathic remedies were prescribed
along with allopathic drugs! This is not individualization – this is not
treatment – this is not Research - this is not homeopathy! It is VERY BAD
Homeopathy and a gross professional misconduct. Such pseudohomeopaths with zero knowledge of Homeopathy have turned
Homeopathy into a joke.
Discite moniti (Hahnemann). Primum non nocere (Thomas Sydenham).
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• In an acute case, I feel more comfortable with Dr Prafull Vijayakar's
approach of giving the carefully chosen similimum remedy in 200c
potency (just one dose) and thereafter, just wait and watch! For curing
an acute case of Covid-19 - a single dose of Arsenicum Album 200c
(SBL/BOIRON) given just once should suffice. If the remedy is given in
time and the vitality still has the strength to react to the homeopathic
remedy – and also assuming that the allopathic medicines have not
spoiled and complicated the case beyond repair - the single dose of Ars
Alb 200c should cover all stages/act in any stage and resolve the entire
acute emergency very beautifully as per Hering’s laws of cure within
minutes or 24 to 72 hours! [Time of resolution varies according to the
situation of the case at hand]

7. In my humble opinion - if the Genus Epidemicus (Arsenicum Album) is
applied en-masse throughout the population it will ensure that the silent
spreaders - the asymptomatic Covid +ve carriers will become Covid -ve and will
not be able to infect others. This Genus Epidemicus will also help to eradicate
the susceptibility of the entire population to Covid-19 and lower the infection
rate. Hence, there will be no need for a lockdown or fear of community stage-3
spread and the pandemic will end on its own.
This Genus Epidemicus (Arsenicum Album) is the practical and effective
prophylaxis strategy which sidesteps A) the delay, costs as well as the possible
perils of the mainstream Covid-19 vaccine and B) possible dangers of the
proposed BCG vaccination and C) side-effects of the hydroxy-chloroquine
prophylaxis.
Mass public application of this Genus Epidemicus (Arsenicum Album) will
ensure prophylaxis without burdening the state exchequer with the costs of
tests and quarantine. It will also allay public fear & panic and give people hope
& confidence of protection.
I declared Arsenicum Album as the preventive and curative Genus Epidemicus
of Covid-19 on 13 March 2020 and publicly declared the Covid19-arsenic-HIV
connection on 26 April 2020 – all for the first time in the world and with
elaborate analysis & evidence. My viewpoint has consistently been the same.
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Allopathic drugs and vaccine will neither cure nor prevent Covid-19 - but, will
suppress and complicate the matter and lead to high fatalities - apart from
making Covid-19 a permanent chronic pandemic. Classical Homoeopathic
treatment of the acute Covid-19 infection with Arsenicum Album is without
side effects as compared to the western medicine's cocktail of anti-HIV drugs &
hydroxy-chloroquine or the antiviral remdesivir (ebola drug) or kaletra
(combination drug against HIV) or camostat mesylate (used in pancreatitis) or
anti-malarial drugs or drugs used for arthritis- all of which can result in lifelong
morbidities or make the virus resistant or weaken the immunity of the body
making it vulnerable to new pathogens in future or in the present instant, due
to the suppression of disease - lead to relapses or 2nd / 3rd waves of Covid19
re-infection or lead to fast mutation of the virus…all of which may make
Covid19 a chronic pandemic and/or have fatal consequences due to Antibody
Dependent Enhancement (ADE) and/or lead to the emergence of new viral
pandemics.
Moreover, the correct classical Homoeopathic acute remedy (Arsenicum
Album) will cure fully without any chronic pathological sequela - unlike the
allopathic 'treatment' of Covid-19 cases which is relapsing in many cases and
there are reports of lifelong cardiac, pulmonary and renal morbidities too.
Thus, the classical Homoeopathic approach will ensure that this acute Covid-19
does not become a chronic pandemic and does not irreparably damage the
health and the economy beyond repair.
Only the correct classical Homoeopathic remedy (Arsenicum Album) can
prevent serious rare conditions like Acute Necrotic Encephalopathy,
Rhabdomyolysis and Toxic-shock-syndrome/atypical Kawasaki disease like
Hyper-inflammatory syndromes.
The correct classical homeopathic Genus Epidemicus remedy (Arsenicum
Album) is preventive as well as curative and therefore it will prevent
re-infection. Hence, no risk of death due to Antibody Dependent Enhancement
(ADE) during re-infection - as is being feared by some scientists. This protection
is not possible with partial similia/wrong remedies like Bryonia, Gelsemium,
Camphora, Nux-vomica, Lycopodium etc.
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No vaccine was successful against HIV and no vaccine will be successful against
Covid-19. Moreover, any forceful attempt to suppress HIV or Covid-19 by any
drug or vaccine will lead to severe antibody dependent enhancement (ADE)
and/or a pandemic of viral diseases including HIV and/or an upsurge of
tuberculosis & cancer and will make Covid-19 a chronic pandemic with
cardiovascular, neurovascular, pulmonary and other complications.

Let us assess the worldwide covid-19 treatment scenario which is being
guided by the western medicine experts:
• Based on varying estimates from India and China – up to 86% cases
were/are asymptomatic and so escaped/escape detection.
• As per Chinese and Japanese research - the number of “silent carriers”
(asymptomatic covid19 +ve cases) who silently transmit infection - may
be as high as 30%.
• 20% covid19 +ve cases in South Korea and 50% covid19 +ve case in
Iceland, had no symptoms even after testing positive and being kept
under observation in a hospital.
• As per Chinese and US experts more than 30% tests are false negative.

• The BMJ was honest and candid when it admitted in an article on 8 April
2020: “For now, except for supportive measures, infection with SARSCoV-2 is ‘essentially untreatable’”.
• False negative tests for the virus are fairly common. According to the
BBC and other media outlets, some laboratory tests are incorrectly
telling people they are virus-free. There is also anecdotal evidence of
people having up to six negative results before being diagnosed
correctly.
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• As per Chinese doctors - there are reports of test kits failing to detect
Covid-19 cases and at times a patient is found positive only after testing
4 or 5 times even though the lungs show the typical ground-glass picture
from the very beginning confirming that the case is very much Covid-19
positive but, the tests give negative report.
• Chinese pulmonologist Zhong Nanshan is saying the average incubation
period is three days, but it can take as little as one day and up to 24 days
to develop symptoms leading to confusion in diagnosis and treatment.
• The Tanzanian President held a press-briefing in which he highlighted
the false positive status of the Covid-19 tests and hilariously pointed out
instances where sheep, goat and even pawpaw fruit swab tests were
reported as Covid-19 positive!
If the above said facts are considered – the WHO’s forceful emphasis
on tests rings hollow and the widespread confusion is very much
palpable. Surely, it is not possible to test 7.8 billion people of the world
on a regular basis and even if it is done –the tests are not conclusive
and western medicine has no cure or prevention.
• The side effects of hydroxy-chloroquine and the anti-virals being
prescribed may lead to lifelong morbidity. The Covid-19 virus causes
hypoxia by interfering with the heme biosynthesis and to treat it as
dyspnoea/pneumonia with ventilation is a gross medical error of
judgment. The cardiac and neurological complications of Covid-19, that
are beginning to emerge, are just the tip of the iceberg.
• “It’s highly possible to get infected a second time. A few people
recovered from the first time by their own immune system, but the meds
they use are damaging their heart tissue, and when they get it the
second time, the antibody doesn’t help but makes it worse, and they die
a sudden death from heart failure.”
Ref: https://www.taiwannews.com.tw/en/news/3876197
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• BILL GATES - THE GLOBAL VACCINE PUSHER: Bill 'vaccine' Gates made a
USD 10 billion investment on vaccines - now he wants all of us to get
vaccinated quickly! In addition to using his philanthropy to control WHO,
UNICEF, GAVI, and PATH, Bill Gates funds a private pharmaceutical
company that manufactures vaccines, and additionally is donating $50
million to 12 pharmaceutical companies to speed up development of a
coronavirus vaccine. In his recent media appearances, Gates appears
confident that the Covid-19 crisis will now give him the opportunity to
force his dictatorial vaccine programs on American children.
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/04/30/bill-gates-what-you-need-to-knowabout-a-coronavirus-vaccine.html
https://www.cnbc.com/video/2019/01/23/bill-gates-and-the-return-oninvestment-in-vaccinations-davos.html
https://thefullest.com/2020/04/13/gates-globalist-vaccine-agenda-awin-win-for-pharma-and-mandatory-vaccination/
• In 2009, NIAID Director Anthony Fauci was firmly in support of a
multibillion dollar H1N1 vaccine project. Today he is an avid supporter of
a COVID-19 vaccine. What he fails to acknowledge is that the 2009 H1N1
Vaccine caused brain damage in children. It was developed by Glaxo
Smith Kline which today is at the forefront of the COVID-19 vaccine
initiative.
https://www.globalresearch.ca/video-dr-anthony-fauci-on-the-2009h1n1pandemic-the-2009-h1n1-vaccine-caused-brain-damage-in-children
• Bill Gates offered Nigeria House of Representatives, $10m bribe for
speedy passage of compulsory vaccine bill – The Coalition of United
Political Parties (CUPP) alleges.
https://dailypost.ng/2020/05/04/bill-gate-offered-house-of-reps-10mbribe-for-speedy-passage-of-compulsory-vaccine-bill-cupp-alleges
•

“We need to be very clear; this is not a 100% solution and cure. Maybe
60-70% of people who take the vaccine will have that protection, the rest
may still get the disease despite being vaccinated,” said Adar
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Poonawalla, chief executive officer of Serum Institute of India (SII),
which has a budget of $100 million for developing the vaccine.
• "There are some viruses that we still do not have vaccines against. We
can't make an absolute assumption that a vaccine will appear at all, or if
it does appear, whether it will pass all the tests of efficacy and safety,"
Dr David Nabarro, World Health Organization's Covid-19 special envoy,
was quoted as saying in a CNN report.
• “SARS-COV-2 is very likely to fade and return every winter, like the flu”
says Virologist Luis Enjuanes, Spain's foremost expert on coronaviruses,
from his laboratory at the CSIC's National Centre for Biotechnology.
• Drs. Chengzhi Yang and Zening Jin, both of Beijing Tiantan Hospital and
Capital Medical University in China, co-authored an editorial that was
published alongside the new study in JAMA Cardiology... Yang and Jin
wrote. "Emerging as an acute infectious disease, COVID-19 may become
a chronic epidemic similar to influenza because of genetic
recombination. Therefore, we should be ready for the reemergence of
COVID-19 or other coronaviruses."
• A separate study published in the New England Journal of Medicine in
2018 found a significant association between respiratory infections,
especially influenza, and acute heart attack... "this is a solid and
important study," said Brooks Gump, the Falk Family Endowed Professor
of Public Health at Syracuse University in New York, who was not
involved in the study. When it comes to the public health impacts of
Covid-19 and cardiac injury, the study suggests that "two key take-aways
are that it's an important marker of those at high-risk for mortality as a
consequence of Covid-19 infection and it may be an indicator of future
risks associated with the cardiovascular injury from this infection, even if
you recover," Gump said.
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• CBS News spoke to one of the country's top experts on viruses, Marc
Lipsitch from Harvard University, who cautions that 40-70% of the
world's population will become infected.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/coronavirus-pandemicimmunity-vaccine/2020/03/12/bbf10996-6485-11ea-acca80c22bbee96f_story.html
• Lockdown can slow down the spread of the virus temporarily but, not
end this menace completely and permanently. Moreover, an indefinite
lockdown is not possible. The effect of this pandemic on the economy
will be very damaging worldwide. Obsessive hand washing or putting
masks cannot be a permanent solution or cure.
• One news report on 6th May 2020 reads ominously:
“Herd-immunity gamble set to haunt Sweden as country nears
'horrifying' 3,000 deaths from coronavirus” The Swedish idea of taking
things easy and giving time to develop herd immunity is not the solution
either. This ‘taking easy’ approach is very risky and can lead to high
fatality. It is unthinkable in a densely populated city because the
community spread of Covid-19 can completely overwhelm and collapse
the healthcare system. And in any case, herd immunity for Covid-19 is
not going to happen too soon. Moreover, those relying on herd
immunity do not know what will happen during the second/third wave
of infection and whether the second/third waves of infection will show
high fatality due to Antibody Dependent Enhancement (ADE).
• Virologist Peter Piot, director of the London School of Hygiene & Tropical
Medicine, fell ill with COVID-19 in mid-March. He spent a week in a
hospital and has been recovering at his home in London since. Climbing
a flight of stairs still leaves him breathless.
“Many people think COVID-19 kills 1% of patients and the rest get
away with some flu like symptoms. But the story gets more
complicated. Many people will be left with chronic kidney and heart
problems. Even their neural system is disrupted. There will be hundreds
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of thousands of people worldwide, possibly more, who will need
treatments such as renal dialysis for the rest of their lives”.
‘Finally, a virus got me’ - Scientist who fought Ebola and HIV reflects on
facing death from COVID-19
https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2020/05/finally-virus-got-mescientist-who-fought-ebola-and-hiv-reflects-facing-death-covid-19#

After reviewing all the above information – honestly, don’t you think that the
western medicine approach is a complete failure and that a strong, effective
and safe prophylaxis is URGENTLY required as the answer to all the
confusion, complications & doomsday scenarios described above and that
classical homeopathic Genus Epidemicus is the answer the world is looking
for?
There is ONLY ONE solution to end this pandemic…
I propose worldwide public distribution of the Homeopathic remedy –
ARSENICUM ALBUM 200c (SBL/BOIRON) as Genus Epidemicus prophylaxis.
Arsenicum Album 200c has not even one molecule of Arsenic and so the
toxicity is ZERO. It is SAFE. No harm in following my advice. As such the
mainstream medical establishment worldwide has failed to provide any
solution.
I can understand that the mentally conditioned medical doctors may not easily
accept the idea of a Homeopathic remedy being preventive & curative. I wish
to tell them that during the 1918 flu pandemic – the great Homeopaths in USA
saved millions of lives by distributing the Genus Epidemicus remedy for that
pandemic – Gelsemium and reported a mortality of mere 0-1%. Whereas, the
allopathic doctors prescribed aspirin and about 30% patients died.
Further, please check page 89 to 91 of my previous research paper (‘Arsenic’ –
the central pivot….) to find references of several published research studies on
Arsenic toxicity and the effect of the potentized Homeopathic remedy
Arsenicum Album in 30c and 200c on animal/human arsenicosis. The western
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medicine doctor should see these references and acknowledge the fact that
Arsenicum Album works very well!

I can also present research proven data on the successful use of Homeopathy
during the 1974 meningitis epidemic in Brazil and other epidemics.
Please check the following links that give details of the glorious success of
classical homeopathic Homeo-Prophylaxis / Genus Epidemicus during
epidemics:
http://www.simillimum.com/education/little-library/casemanagement/pedh/article.php
https://nesh.com/the-new-england-journal-of-homeopathy/vol-7-no-1springsummer-1998/influenza-1918-homeopathy-to-the-rescue/
http://homeopathy.ca/debates_2013-03-22Q1-2ns.shtml
https://ndnr.com/nature-cure/a-century-after-the-spanish-flu/
https://cleverhthemag.com/2015/12/01/epidemiological-studies-inhomeopathy/
https://drnancymalik.wordpress.com/2013/01/23/epidemics-and-pandemics/
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2018/12/06/homeopathicremedies-for-influenza.aspx
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/20/opinion/coronavirus-1918-flupandemic-new-york.html

NOW A CHALLENGE….the western medicine expert is most welcome to test
the theoretical background of my advice – any Government worldwide can
summon its top forensic toxicologists and ask them to compare all the
symptoms of acute/chronic effects of Arsenic/Arsenic Trioxide poisoning with
all the symptoms of Covid-19 and all the symptoms of HIV-AIDS. If the
toxicological experts confirm that there is indeed an uncanny similarity
between the symptoms of acute/chronic effects of Arsenic/Arsenic Trioxide
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poisoning and the symptoms of Covid-19 and the symptoms of HIV-AIDS – the
Government is most welcome to form a panel of medical experts (Including
classical homeopaths) to study my entire research work and thereafter,
distribute Arsenicum Album 200c – as the preventive & curative Genus
Epidemicus throughout the country.
My elaborate research study is itself sufficient to confirm that Arsenicum
Album is the preventive and curative Genus Epidemicus for Covid-19 because,
I have not only given extremely detailed Classical Homeopathic evidence but,
have also given very detailed evidence from the perspective of western
medicine (toxicology, biochemistry, pharmacology, virology etc.). After, such
detailed analysis – no further proof is necessary! However, there is massive
clinical evidence too! Doctors worldwide have confirmed that Arsenicum
Album works very well to prevent and cure Covid-19 and I have myself done a
sample study of 50 high-risk poor people (many of whom did not observe
social distancing) and gave then Arsenicum Album as Genus Epidemicus. NONE
of them got Covid-19! Moreover, AYUSH has reported great success with
Arsenicum Album in thousands of cases and Kolkata Municipal Corporation &
Homeopathic Medical Colleges in Kolkata have also initiated the drive to
distribute Arsenicum Album in many areas of Kolkata. The Central Railway has
distributed Arsenic Album too.
Dr.Sasvári Ferenc Homeopátiás Rendelő (Budaörs, Hungary) has applied to
AYUSH to conduct a systematic clinical trial on the basis of my research.

8. AN UPDATE & ADVICE FOR THE WESTERN MEDICINE COVID-19 EXPERTS
The honest truth is that the diagnostic tests of western medicine (allopathy)
are not conclusive and allopaths have NO safe preventive or curative remedy
for Covid-19. Moreover, the allopaths do not understand the meaning of true
cure. Whereas classical homeopathy has preventive & curative remedy for
covid-19 because classical homeopathy is based on the eternal principle of
‘like cures like’ and the Hering’s laws of cure form the basis of differentiation
between suppression and cure. I wish the western medicine doctors could
understand that their vaccine are neither required nor safe and do not prevent
any disease – rather it makes people more sick!
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For those western medicine doctors who are struggling to make sense of the
inconclusive Covid-19 tests and are worried about the ‘asymptomatic cases’ –
I have several advices:
• Allopathy has no prevention or cure. The damage to the economy due to
the lockdowns and costs of tests/quarantine/vaccine research is more
than the damage due to the virus. Classical Homeopathic Genus
Epidemicus (Arsenicum Album) is the only solution.
• The western medicine guys want to test – so that they can isolate the
covid-19 positive cases and give them Hydroxy-chloroquine or antivirals. These drugs are toxic and with side effects and so, it cannot be
given en masse to everyone and for long. But, with large number of false
negative/false positive cases and asymptomatic carriers – diagnosis and
treatment by western medicine is difficult. The solution is Genus
Epidemicus (Arsenicum Album) for all. The Genus Epidemicus is safe,
non-toxic and can be given to ALL. It is preventive as well as curative.
Since, it is safe and non-toxic – no testing is required before giving the
remedy to ALL.
• My suggestion to use Arsenicum Album in 200c potency (K-tronic
potentized) is the ONLY solution that will break the chain, stop humanto-human transmission, prevent covid-19 infection and prevent the
acute & chronic manifestations of covid-19. It is very cheap, non-toxic &
very effective and can immediately be deployed through the
Government Healthcare setup to cover the entire population.
No vaccine or Hydroxy-Chloroquine or lockdown is required to defeat
the pandemic. It will save the economy too!
• There is NO need to run RT-PCR tests or CT scans to cure Covid-19 cases
by Classical Homeopathy (except for research & documentation) and the
observant classical homeopath can easily diagnose the cases on the
basis of clinical signs and symptoms. This will save tax-payers hard
earned money and will safeguard the economy, particularly in
developing countries like India. This clinical confirmation approach will
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also solve the present dilemma where there are a large number of false
negative/false positive/asymptomatic cases/cases still in incubation
period.

I propose the following clinical model for accurate diagnosis of the Covid-19
cases and this will be particularly helpful in detecting the
so-called
‘asymptomatic’ cases which may not be asymptomatic actually but, may
appear to be so because of the lack of classic chief complaints of Covid-19.

CLASSIC SIGNS/CHIEF COMPLAINTS OF COVID-19:
= fever
= dry cough
= hypoxia
= diarrhoea/nausea

ATYPICAL SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS OF COVID-19
[to detect the so-called ‘asymptomatic’ Covid-19 cases where the patients do
not have the classic quadrad of fever, dry cough, hypoxia and diarrhoea].
LOOK OUT FOR THESE ATYPICAL SIGNS OF COVID-19 +VE CASES:
= partial or total loss of smell or taste or hearing (any of these)
= red inflammatory rash anywhere
= burning anywhere or burning amel. by heat
= Hypoxia without fever
= metallic or bitter taste in mouth
= very bad (cadaver/rotten meat like or garlic like) odour from
mouth/body/urine/stool
= un-explained chilliness
= thirsty feeling but, thirst only for frequent sips of small amounts of water.
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= red or pink eyes (conjunctivitis) or redness around the eyes
= ‘covid toes’ – that look like frost-bite. red/blue/purple coloured inflamed
toes
= unexplained feeling of tingling/buzzing/electric current/pins-n-needles/icy
feeling throughout the body without any fever

SUMMARY:
• My clinical model is better than the tests which may be inconclusive.
• My clinical model of detection of so-called asymptomatic cases is better
than the tests and diagnosis suggested by WHO and CDC of USA.
• Adopting the Clinical model of diagnosis & Arsenicum Album for
prevention and cure will not only be a life saver for the common man
but, will also be a lifesaver for the economy. No tests, vaccine, allopathic
drugs, CT-scan or lockdown will be required to defeat the Covid-19
pandemic.
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HOW HOMEOPATHIC ARSENICUM ALBUM WORKS….
A COMMENTARY FOR THE DOUBTING THOMAS….

Excerpts from a research paper:
(Kindly refer to the entire text of the research paper including the reference
citations)

“The opinion that the homeopathic principles conflict with scientific laws
could be revised…
It has been claimed that the homeopathic principle of ‘similarity’ (or ‘similia’)
and the use of individualized remedies in extremely low doses conflicts with
scientific laws, but this opinion can be disputed on the basis of recent scientific
advances. Several mechanisms to explain the responsiveness of cells to ultralow doses and the similarity as inversion of drug effects, have again been
suggested in the framework of hormesis and modern paradoxical
pharmacology….
Growing evidence from several science fields suggests that hormesis and
paradoxical pharmacology are included in the ‘adaptation’ capacity of immune,
neuroendocrine and cardiovascular systems, but also in cellular defence/repair
mechanisms and even in molecular dynamics and conformational changes….
Our working hypothesis is that recognition of the function of enzymes,
receptors and signal transduction and their dynamic interaction with drugs,
makes it possible to look at homeopathy in a new and fully rational light…
In experiments conducted in microbiological models (arsenite or UV treated E.
coli and Saccharomyces cultures), ultradiluted Arsenicum album 30C or Arnica
montana 30C modified the expression of specific genes that are the targets of
arsenite and UV irradiation injury, respectively. Ultrahigh diluted arsenic (45X
treatment, containing a theoretical dose of As2O3 10−47 Mol/L) applied to
wheat seedlings, poisoned with a sublethal dose of arsenic, produced a strong
gene modulating effect compared to pure water (control).
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Authors have suggested that diluted arsenic treatment induced a
reequilibration of those genes that were up-regulated during poisoning.
Mother tinctures and highly diluted drugs were tested in human tumour cell
lines or cells challenged with carcinogens; they affected the modulation of the
expression of specific mRNA markers (NF-κB, Akt, p53, Bax, Blc-2, caspase 3,
Cyt-c) and increased tumour cell death. These findings support the hypothesis
that homeopathic remedies could turn some important genes on or off,
initiating a cascade of gene actions to correct the gene expression that has
gone wrong and produced the disorder or disease. In this hypothesis the
relevant target gene should be sensitive to similar stimuli and exert a
pleiotropic transcriptional regulation on a battery of genes with related
functions”.
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1475491615000053#bib
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“The clueless allopathic doctor - who does not have the eyes of a Classical
Homeopath and cannot see the hidden satanic dual-face of Arsenic-HIV behind
the Covid19 drama will be completely baffled, frustrated and will fail to
understand what is going on and why and what to do about Covid-19”.
-Dr Manish Agarwala

Then ye shall see the Truth and the Truth shall set you free.
- Bible. John 8.32
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Disclaimer: This information is only for medical professionals & Homeopaths
and only for private academic discussion among the medical community. Any
statement made here is not intended to diagnose, treat or prevent any disease
even if it is stated so. Please do not self-prescribe or self-treat yourself or treat
anyone else on the basis of any talk or post made by me on facebook or
elsewhere or on the basis of any other information given by me anywhere.
Statements made by me are not endorsed by WHO or any other statutory,
medical or Government body. Please contact Government authorities for
official epidemiological forecasts and advisories. Please consult your
healthcare providers or local hospitals for proper professional treatment &
advice specific for your case. Please follow all Government
advisories/directives applicable to your locality including social distancing,
isolation, lockdown, testing, quarantine, hygiene & all other safety measures
for Covid19 and all other statutorily mandated official guidelines for the
treatment of HIV/AIDS cases. This is a concept paper and needs to be
confirmed through further research and clinical trials.

10 May 2020
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